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absolute real exchange rate, 278
academic labor markets, 461
accelerated depreciation, 573
accelerator. See investment accelerator
accent over a variable, 810
accounting for growth, 357–363
accounting and balance sheets, 176–178
accounting profits, making adjustments to,

76
accounts, double-entry, 40
acyclical, 815
acyclical indicators, 154
adaptive expectations, 244
adjustable rate mortgages (ARMs), 646
adjusted capital, 383, 815
adjusted output, 383, 815
adjustments, 90
advance estimates, release of, 96
advanced estimates, 815
aesthetically pleasing, graphs as, 736–737
after-tax profits, 573
after-tax real wage, 415, 433, 815
aggregate capital productivity, 572
aggregate consumption function, 539, 555
aggregate demand, 65, 815
associated with changing relative prices,

339
described, 205–206
determination of, 497
determining level of, 495–499
effect of changes in autonomous expenditure

on, 498
exceeding aggregate supply, 589
falling short of aggregate supply, 587–589
for labor, 409–411
governed by choices of firms, 309
increases cannot push the economy beyond the

point of full employment, 589
increasing to induce an increase in aggregate

supply, 650
induced increase in, 612

interaction with aggregate supply, 583–589,
609

introduction to, 487–531
level of, 487
limits to management of, 523–526
model of, 495–496
multiplier effects on, 501
negative shocks to, 525
output and price effects of shifting, 610
raising through increasing government
spending, 503

rate of unemployment usual measure of,
598

shifts in, 588, 611
shocks, 687–688
short-run adjustment to fall in, 340, 342
simple model of, 487–502
stimulating or restraining using short-term
interest rates, 636

stimulating through a tax cut, 505
theory of, 583
thwarting attempts to push above aggregate
supply, 609

aggregate disposable income, behavior of,
539

aggregate income, 41, 815
aggregate inputs, 326
aggregate investment, 564–574
aggregate labor supply, 421–429
aggregate labor-demand curve, 410
aggregate labor-market diagrams, 423
aggregate labor-supply curve, 421–424

derivation of, 423
likely to be relatively steep, 429
shape of, 424

aggregate labor-supply/labor-demand diagram,
431

aggregate life-cycle wealth, defined, 546
aggregate number of hours worked, 424
aggregate participation decision, 424
aggregate permanent income, 546
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aggregate permanent-income hypothesis,
546–549

aggregate production, 372
aggregate production function, 326, 357,

815
aggregate risk, measuring, 569
aggregate supply, 65, 326–330, 815

aggregate demand exceeding, 589
aggregate demand falling short of, 587–589
applying the theory of over time, 357
effect on the labor market, 584
in the long run, 583
induced effect on aggregate demand, 611
interaction with aggregate demand, 583–589,
609

output and price effects of shifting, 612
questions answered and raised, 347
shifts in, 611–613
shock to, 660
unfavorable shift in, 585

aggregate-demand factors, pure, 611
aggregate-demand shock, 687, 689,

816
aggregates, 815

relationships among, 4
showing with upper-case letters, 326

aggregate-supply factors, affecting inflation,
606

aggregate-supply shocks, 687, 688, 690,
815

aggregation theory, 326
agricultural production, 154
agriculture, progress in, 369
AIG, large emergency loans to, 646
Akerlof, George, 460
alternation, in the state of the economy,

154
American banking, fragmented and decentralized,

624
American Housing Survey of 55,000 homes,

93
American Stock Exchange, 204
analogical reasoning, 10
annual growth calculation, 57
annual rate of growth, 816

compound, 816
using quarterly data, to compute, 765

annualization, 730
of American NIPA data, 98
simple, 816

annualized (annualization), 816
annualized growth rates, 764
antibiotic drugs, 366
anti-globalization protesters, 266
antilogarithm, 769, 816
antilog\d10\D, 769
apc (average propensity to consume), 489,

539

appreciation, 816
of a currency, 276
of the dollar on the nominal broad index,

280
approximation, useful, 189
arbitrage, 220, 816
across different maturities, 232–234
between physical capital and financial

instruments as slow, 248
between two financial markets, 218
effectiveness of, 220
guaranteeing law of one price internationally,

286
pushing returns toward a stable relationship,

705
to real returns, 248–249
with yields on physical assets at the long end,

250
arbitrageur, 220, 816
Argentina, seigniorage, 697
Aristotle, on economic topics, 5
arithmetic mean, 740–741, 816. See also mean
Asian currency crisis of 1997, 666
assembly line, 365
asset prices, changing rapidly in financial markets,

221
asset-based view, of capital and investment,

555–564
assets (positive wealth), 175, 816
assets and liabilities, total volume of, 183
assets-and-liabilities accounts, 181–183
asymmetrical risk, 224
asymmetry, faced by the poor, 552
attractor, balanced growth path as, 385
automated teller machines, foreign, 276
automatic fiscal policy, 503, 686, 816
automatic stabilizers, 509–510, 816
autonomous expenditure, 496, 498,

816
autonomous expenditure multiplier, 506, 507, 549,

816
autonomous spending
increase shifting IS curve to the right,

516
increasing aggregate demand, 498
shifting IS curve, 517

average, 740. See also arithmetic mean. See also
mean

average annual hours of work, in the United
States compared to other countries, 425

AVERAGE function, in Excel, 781
average growth factor, 743–744
average growth rates, 765–766
average hours, interpretation of, 429
average product of capital (apk), 316, 816. See

also capital productivity
average product of labor (apl), 316, 817. See also

labor productivity
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Index 865

average propensity to consume (apc), 489, 539,
817

business cycle and, 540
disposable income and, 539
for United States, 490
greater than or equal to marginal propensity to

consume, 489
rising as disposable income becomes larger,

540
average rate of growth, 765–766, 817
average tax rate, 494, 708, 817
for the United States, 494, 495
lower than marginal rate of taxation, 494
rising with increasing income, 494

average weekly hours of work, 423, 428
axes, of a graph, 736

backward-bending labor-supply curve, 414, 415,
817

bads, 88, 817
balance of payments, 269–274, 817
account, 269
deficit, 38
identities, 273–274

balance on the current account, 107, 269
balance sheets, 817
described, 176–178
of different sectors as interdependent, 180
of Federal Reserve and commercial banks,

626
balanced budgets
as economical and moral ideal, 700
contributing to longest business-cycle

expansion, 685
crowding in private investment, 704

balanced growth, 376, 817
convergence and, 384–385
convergence to, 377–380
defined, 374
with technological progress, 374–375
without technological progress, 373–374

balanced growth path, 383, 386–387
balanced personal budget, as ideal, 700
balanced-budget multiplier, 507–509, 817
balance-of-payments accounts. See balance of

payments
bank balance sheets, 626–629
bank loans, ordinary, 190
Bank of England, 624, 651
Bank of France, 624
bank reserves (Federal funds), market for, 629
banking system, providing with large amounts of

reserves,
647

banks
borrowing from other banks, 628
earning interest on reserves, 633
hoarding funds, 513

reducing loan portfolios, 643
shifting profitable assets into reserves,
643

sources of funds, 628
bar, over a variable, 740, 743
bar chart, 732
Barro, Robert, 707
barter, alternative to a monetary economy,

170
barter economy, storing particular goods, 172
base 10 logarithms, 769
base e, logarithms to, 769
base period, 115, 117, 756, 817
base-weighted index, 756–757, 817. See also

Laspeyres index
base-weighted price index, 117
basis point, 633, 817
basket of goods, price indices based on, 759
BBB bond, 228
before-tax real wage, measuring, 433
behavioral finance, 223
bell curve, 751
benchmark revision, 818. See also comprehensive

revision
benchmarks, for normal distribution, 752
Bernanke, Ben, 621, 626, 655
Bewley, Truman, 461
Big-Mac Index, 278
bilateral currency pair, shares of each, 284
bilateral current-account deficit, 270
binding minimum wage, 466
black economy, 86–88, 818
BLS. See Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System, 625, 818
bond market, compared to the stock market, 190
bond price, 193, 818. See also market value
bond prices and yields, inverse relationship of, 196
bond pricing, mechanics of, 192–194
bond rate, expectation of, 232
bond-rating agencies, 226
bonds, 191–192, 818

as an impersonal form of loan, 190
default rates over a 15-year period, 228
defined, 191
inflation effect on supply and demand of,
239–241

issued in uniform, fixed denominations, 192
key elements defining, 193
known future income stream, 201
not perfectly alike, 224
price (interest-rate) risk of holding, 229–230
prices of, 193, 195–197
selling at a discount, 197
types of, 194–195
yield moving with stock yield, 248
yield on an m-period, 234
yields of, 195–197, 228
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boom, 818. See also expansion
fueled by unreasonable hopes, 568
taxes and transfers falling, 510

borrowers, liking inflation, 59
borrowing, contributing to good economic

outcomes, 716
borrowing constraint, 552, 818. See also liquidity

constraint
Boskin commission, 124
Boskin, Michael, 124
Bretton Woods Agreement, 664, 818
Bretton Woods system, end of, 290
broad credit channel, 644–645, 818
broad effective-exchange-rate indices, of the

Federal Reserve, 279
Brunner, Karl, 671
Bryan, Michael, 130
bubble, 144, 818

housing prices as in 2008, 646
sudden collapse characteristic of, 203

bubonic plague, outbreak of, 584
budget deficit, government running, 206
budget surplus, 37, 818
Bundesbank (German central bank), 651
bundle of goods, tracking changes in price of a,

49
burden, of the debt, 713–717
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), 40, 71,

95
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), 123

broad measures of overall employment, 447
official productivity data of, 333
participation rate, 448
surveys conducted by, 474
unemployment rate, 446

Bush, George H.W., 652
directed IRS to reduce tax withholdings from
paychecks, 694

pledge of fiscal stability, 695
Bush, George W., 418, 447

attempt to stimulate the economy, 20
cutting estate taxes, 695
proposed $152 billion stimulus, 553

business cycle, 142–143, 818. See also cycle
as a central focus of economics, 6
as asymmetrical, 151
as ultimately irregular, 153
causes, 152–154
dating, 144–145
defined, 143
definition parts, 154
identified by peaks and troughs, 143
indicators, 157, 158
language of, 142–143
lasting four to five years, 143
patterns of the downswing of, 611
patterns of the upswing of the, 611
peak, 149

predictability of, 155–159
typical, 145–152

business transfer payments, 100

calculations, as percentages in Excel, 764
calculus, 322
callable bond, 224
Campbell, John, 555
capacity, at the level of the firm, 343
capacity utilization, 344, 346
capacity-utilization rates, 343, 819. See also

capital, scaled. See also scaled capital
as leading indicators of recessions, 571
defined, 344
fluctuating with the business cycle, 345
for manufacturing plotted against the business

cycle, 344
peaking in mid-expansion, 605

capital, 819
additions to the stock of, 36
asset-based view of in investment, 555–564
cannot be laid off by the firm sector, 342
covering depreciation of existing capital stock,

384
defined, 78, 556
diminishing marginal products of, 805
diminishing returns of, 315
finite life of, 573
flexible and inflexible, 339
growing faster than labor, 377
growth of, 371–372
growth rate, 379
in economics, 36
in effective use, 345
measuring of, 313
per effective labor unit, 383
scaled, 819
services supplied by, 35
sitting idle, 342
speed of growth of, 371

capital account, 269, 270–273, 819
balance on, 274
consolidated summary, 271
life of its own, 521
of all countries summing to zero, 274
of balance of payments, 2009, 272
subaccounts, 271

capital construction, 566
capital consumption, 78, 371, 819. See also

depreciation
capital consumption adjustment, 102
capital deepening, 377, 387, 819
capital depreciation, 79
capital gains, 202, 229, 819
capital goods, 72, 78, 819
part of GDP, 127
production and acquisition of new, 79
relative price of, 570
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replacing or maintaining worn-out capital stock,
79

capital inputs, becoming obsolete, 586
capital intensity, 377, 819
capital loss, 229, 295, 819
capital markets, perfect, 512
capital per effective labor unit, law of motion for,

384
capital production function, 314, 342
capital productivity, 332, 819
defined, 401
factors determining, 572
growing at same rate as capital-augmenting

technological progress, 374
little secular growth in the United States,

374
showing no secular growth, 338
units of, 332

capital projects
building risk into a formal assessment of, 559
evaluating as a present-value problem, 556
present value exceeding cost of acquisition, 557
yielding returns over very long periods, 559

capital secure financial asset, 198
capital service and labor, transformation into

output, 312
capital services, 819
capital supplying, 78
described, 312
market price for, 323

capital share, 329, 819
capital stock, 313
adjusting to take account of unused capacity,

345
change in determined by net investment, 556
increase shifting the labor-demand curve, 408
level of, 570–571
misalignment with aggregate demand, 571
readjusting, 343

capital utilization, 343–345
capital widening, 373, 384, 819
capital-account balance, 270, 819
capital-account transactions, 271, 819
capital-augmenting technology, 338
capital-labor ratio, 373, 377, 819
Card, David, 466
cars, as imperfect substitutes, 287
Carter, President, 671, 677
cash-for-clunkers program, 574
causal inference, 789–791
causal structure, 788–789
causation
asymmetrical, 788
mutual, 788
nature of, 788
properties of, 788
transitive, 788
versus correlation, 788

causes
common, 789
sequencing cyclically through time, 789

C-CPI-U, chained CPI index based on superlative
formula, 125

Cecchetti, Stephen, 130
Census Bureau surveys, used in the NIPA

estimates, 93
centered moving average, 780, 819
Central African Franc, 668
central bank, 624–626, 819

described, 171
interest-rate target to guide monetary policy,
257

of Sweden, 624
central limit theorem, 751
central tendency, measures of, 740–744
central-bank reserves, 171, 820

creating, 247
held by commercial banks, 623
purchasing government bonds with, 621
tied directly to value of currency, 198

certificates of deposit (CDs), 628, 643, 842
ceteris paribus, 13, 820
Chain, Ernst B., 366
chain-weighted indices, 119–120, 820

change in prices, 120
described, 761
using to calculate real values, 761

chain-weighted price indices, 761
chain-weighted real time series, comparisons, 764
Chairman of the Board of Governors, 626
change in private inventories, as form of

investment, 100
Chaplin, Charlie, 365
charts. See graphs
checking accounts, interest on, 198
checks, as financial instruments, 171
China

as the economic juggernaut, 392
foreign-exchange reserves, 662
formal peg maintained by, 665
GDP per capita, 54
level of GDP surpassing United States, 396
size of economy of, 54

circular flow, 31–40
circumflex or “hat” (ˆ), over a variable, 764, 773
civilian employment, 447
civilian labor force, in the United States in 2009,

424
Clark, Colin, 6
classification

of economic indicators, 154–155
of unemployment, 444

clear and self-contained, graphs as, 736
Clinton, Bill, 145, 652
Club of Rome, The Limits to Growth, 378
Cobb, Charles, 327
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Cobb-Douglas production function, 327–328, 728,
820

diminishing returns to factors of production,
327

formulating for the United States, 331
going through the origin, 804
implementing Solow’s approach, 362
mathematics of, 804–806
predicting constant factor shares, 328–329
properties of, 327–328, 802–806
providing a model of aggregate supply,
328–330

providing good approximation of aggregate
supply, 410

quantified versions answering questions about
the economy, 331

showing returns to scale, 383
sloping up, 805
used by CBO, 657

Coca Cola, increased price of, 47
coefficient of correlation, calculating between two

indices, 156
coefficient of variation, 747–750, 820
coherence, among different measures of the

economy, 154
coincident indicators, 820

business cycle and, 149
delay in getting relevant information about, 158
index of, 149

columns, aligning in tables, 737
commercial bank balance sheets, 627–629
commercial banking, history of, 624–625
commercial banks, required to hold reserves, 247
commodities, demanded or supplied for use, 218
commodity arbitrage, consequence of, 285
commodity money, 197, 820
common causes, 789
common currency, conversion into, 52
common-currency areas, making workable, 668
common good, government services aimed at, 37
common logarithms, 769, 820
common sense, economic theory and, 790–791
common stock, 200, 820
common unit, finding, 71
comparable-worth laws, 467, 820
comparative advantage, principle of, 265, 847
competitive inflation, pattern of, 606
complements, 820

goods as, 216
in production, 586, 820

complete cycle, 144, 821
complex economic model, 17
complexity, costs of, 712–713
compliance, cost of, 712
components of consumption, for the United

States, 2009, 82
compound annual rate of growth, 773, 821
compound annual rates, 765, 767
compound annualization, of growth rates, 764–765

compound growth rates, 766–767
compounded quarterly rate, as most variable, 57
compounding, power of, 356
comprehensive revision, 96, 821. See also

benchmark revision
computer software, as depreciating capital good,

81
computer technology, 372, 401
computers
depreciation of, 79
qualitative change in modern life, 364

computing power, price of, 117
conditional forecasts, 14
Conference Board, indices compiled by, 145
Confucian work ethic, 395
Congressional Budget Office (CBO), 14, 657
consols, 192, 213
constant average propensity to consume, 490
constant dollars, 47, 48, 759
constant factor shares, 328–329
constant returns to scale, 317, 804, 806, 821
displayed by Cobb-Douglas production

function, 328
illustrating, 316
production function showing, 316

constant trends, 778–780
constant-ratio property, of logarithmic graphs,

776
consumer durable goods, 81, 546, 821
consumer goods, 72, 821
consumer nondurable goods, 81, 821
consumer price index (CPI), 123–125, 821
adjusting Social Security and government

pensions for inflation, 114
computed for major metropolitan areas, 123
criticized for overstating rate of inflation,

124
difference with PCE deflator, 126
estimates, sources of bias in, 124
Laspeyres index, 116
published monthly, 124
remaining essentially a Laspeyres index, 125
updating weights for, 117
with a bundle appropriate to elderly people,

123
consumer price inflation, 126
consumption, 538–555
adjusting, 544
aggregate demand and, 205
amount per worker, 384
changing in proportion to permanent income,

548
correlation with disposable income, 539
distinguishing from investment, 80–82
favored over saving for poor people, 552
relationship with disposable income, 540

consumption behavior, 488–492
consumption expenditure, 31, 33, 821
consumption function, 488, 489, 538, 821
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approximating for U.S. data, 490
expressed in changes, 541
model of, 11–12
shape of, 489–490
slope of, 491

consumption multiplier, 499, 821
consumption patterns, smoothing, 543
consumption relationship, as a linear, 11
consumption smoothing, 543–544
consumption theory, test-case for, 553
consumption-real wage, 430, 821
continuous compounding, 773–775
continuous data, 739
continuous version, of the normal distribution,

751
contraction, 821. See also recession.

See also slump
contractionary monetary policy, 632, 821. See

restrictive monetary policy. See also tight
monetary policy

controlled experiments, versus observation, 9–10
convergence, 821
Japanese, 393
speed of, 391–392
to balanced growth, 377–380
to equilibrium, 497–498
toward a balanced growth path, 380

conversions
between real and nominal magnitudes, 759–761
into common currency, 52

cool economy, perpetuating long-run stagnation,
650

coordination, required by barter, 170
core CPI inflation, annual rate of, 128
core inflation, 128–130
core rate of inflation, 128, 821
corporate bonds, yields, 217
corporate equities, 822. See also shares. See also

stock
defined, 199

corporate income-tax rates, 573, 710
corporations, 822
defined, 199
earning profits, 200
uncertainty about future earnings of, 201

correlation
between coincident indicators and leading

economic indicators, 157
Excel function for calculating, 787
intransitive, 787
nature of, 783–785
properties of, 787–788
relationship with regression, 799

correlation coefficient, 783, 785–787, 822
corruption, low levels of official and business

promoting growth, 395
cost-of-living, comparing between countries, 278
cost-of-living adjustments, CPI used for making,

124

cost-of-living index, 123, 822
cost-push inflation, 587, 589, 598, 822
Council of Economic Advisors, 593, 694
counteractual GDP, 360
countercyclical, 822
countercyclical fiscal policy, 686–696
countercyclical indicators, 154, 155
counterfactual, 822
counterfactual experiments, 822

conducting using diagrams, 17
described, 13
illustrating, 13
special types of, 14–15
using models to conduct, 13

countries
accounts for differences in the growth of,
389–397

converging, 392–394
estimated black economies for selected, 86
trade between any two not balancing, 274

coupon, 822
of a bond, 193

coupon bonds, 194
coupon clippers, 193
coupon payments, present value of, 193
coupon rate, 193, 822
covariance, 785, 822
CPI. See consumer price index (CPI)
CPI inflation, 124

annual rates of, 124, 128
core and median measures of, 128
measures of expected, 246
rate overstated in 1996, 114

CPI-U, 822
monthly rate of inflation for, 124
price index for all items for all urban
consumers, 123

CPI-W, 822
CPU-W, for urban wage earners and clerical

workers, 123
credibility, 822

Fed’s policies lacking in the 1970s, 639
of Paul Volcker and Alan Greenspan, 608
of the Federal Reserve, 638–639

credit, availability of, 512
credit-card debt, 190
credit cards, purchases on, 174
credit channel, 643–647, 822

as Fed’s instrument of monetary policy, 645
described, 623
of monetary policy, 648
operating because of market imperfections, 645
operation of, 645–647

credit controls, introduced by President Carter,
677

credit crunch, 822
hitting some parts of the economy harder, 645
slowing economic activity, 644

credit information agencies, 226
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credit rationing, 643, 823
credit-default swaps, purchased by banks, 646
creditor, 175, 823
critical rate of growth, 591
cross (two-step) exchange rate, 286
cross sections, 728, 823
cross-sectional data, conformity among, 785
cross-sectional graphs, 732–733
crowding in, 702, 823
crowding out, 531, 700–705, 823
crude materials for further processing, 127
cultural differences, among countries, 395
cumulative process, 640, 641, 823
currencies, 169, 823

close in value, 276
depreciating, 293
frequency of trading of, 283
in the hands of nonbank public, 627
major, 280
price of one in terms of another, 275–276
trading via intermediate, 284

currency areas, 668–670
currency boards, 665
current account, 269, 823

balance, 104, 274
deficit offsetting a capital-account surplus, 271
main components, 521
of all countries summing to zero, 274
of the balance of payments, 269
painting as too active, 521
pitfalls, 520–521
review of, 269–270
two sides of, 270

Current Employment Statistics, 446
Current Population Survey, 445
current-account balance, 269, 823
current-account deficit, 38, 823
current-account surplus, 292, 823
current-weighted index. See Paasche index
curves, 17, 18
cycle, 823. See also business cycle

displaying as percentage of the trend, 139
distinguishing trend from, 139

cycle (complete), 823
cyclical peak, 141, 823
cyclical trough, 141, 823

data, dimensions of, 729–731
data markers, avoiding in time-series plots, 737
data set, projecting beyond, 748
dating, business cycles, 144–145
David Copperfield, 700
Davis-Bacon Act, 467
dealers, profiting on exchange rates, 276
debased coinage, acting as a hidden tax, 696
debt. See also liability

burden of, 713–717
comparing to other countries, 713

evolution through time, 699
measuring relative to size of economy, 713
outgrowing, 714–715
repayment pushed far into the future,

706
debt instruments, 190–197
debt ratios, for selected countries, 2008, 714
debt-financed deficit, 623, 823
debtor, 175, 823
decomposing, economic growth, 358–362
decreasing returns to scale, 316, 824
default chances, on any particular bond, 225
default risk, 224–228, 559, 560, 824
deficits
debt through time and, 698–700
financing options for, 622
interest rates and, 704

deflate, 824
deflation, 824. See also disinflation
defined, 59
implementing a policy of, 824
more feared than inflation, 59
of GDP values, 47
winners and losers, 59

deflator. See also GDP (implicit price) deflator.
See also PCE deflator

converting nominal to real GDP, 49
degrees-of-freedom correction, 745
demand curves, shifting, 219, 241
demand deposits, 628
demand factors, 589, 824
demand failure, 459, 824
demand fluctuations, 589
demand management, limits of, 608–609
demand-pull inflation, 589, 598, 824
demographics, explaining change in NAIRU,

603
dependent variable, 11, 800
deposits, various forms of, 628
depreciation, 78, 371, 824. See also capital

consumption
fixed proportion of capital stock, 380
fraction of GNP, 80
of a currency, 276, 285
treating as a cost, 573

depression, 144, 824
derivative, of a function, 771, 773
derivatives, risks of, 223
descriptive statistics, 738–750
making inferences from, 747–751
typical of data, 748

descriptive title, of a graph, 736
destabilizers, automatic, 696
detrended series, 779, 824
detrended time series, selected, 142
detrending, 777–783
method of, 780

devaluation, of sterling, 665
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deviations
from a perfect fit to data, 12
from trend, 778, 779
measuring from the mean, 745

diagrammatic models, 15–18
dice, value of a pair of tossed, 11
Dickens, Charles, 700
difference, in logarithms as a ratio, 141
dimensions, following same algebra as variables,

729
diminishing marginal returns to labor, 322
diminishing returns
demonstrating, 805
to factors of production, 315, 824

direct causes, 789
direct effect, of acceleration in prices, 613
direct exchange rate, 286
direct intervention, 661–662
direct reduction, of government bond rate, 632
direction of regression, 800–801
discount, 187, 197, 824
discount bond
general formula, 229
prices, 229
pure, 824

discount lending, historical perspective, 635
discount loans, 825
borrowing reserves as, 628
described, 627

discount policy, 635, 825
discount rate, 187, 635, 825
Discount Window, 635, 825
discounting, 187
discount-window policy, 635–636
discouraged workers, 453, 825
discrete data, 738
discrete distribution, 751
discretion, 825
directing monetary policy, 651
looking very much like rules, 655

discretionary fiscal policy, 503–509, 686, 825
likely to be too late, 693
likely to change in unpredictable ways, 653
reinvigorated with adoption of President

Obama’s stimulus package, 693
disequilibrium, of exchange rates, 666
disincentives to work, mitigating in tax codes, 710
disinflation, 59, 825. See also deflation
dispersion. See variation, measures of
disposable income, 825
correlation between changes and changes in

consumption, 539
defined, 41
depending on GDP, taxes, and transfers, 492

disposable-income identity, 41–42, 102, 491, 825
distinct labor markets, implying a variety of wage

rates, 438
distribution, 742

dividend yield, 202, 825
dividends, 200, 825
division of labor, limited by extent of the market,

265
DKK, symbol for the Danish krone, 289
dollarization, 665
dollars

appreciation of, 280
as principal reserve currency, 284
decline in value over time, 50
purchasing American financial assets, 282

domestic economy, 38
domestic incomes, role of, 521
domestic monetary policy, affecting exchange,

296
domestic private sector, 32–34, 825

described, 34
flows between firms and households, 35–36
heart of the circular flow, 45

domestic product, versus national product, 77–78
dot.com bubble, 203
double coincidence of wants, 170, 825
double taxation, corporations avoiding, 202
double-counting, 73
double-entry accounts, 40
double-entry bookkeeping, 177, 825
Douglas, Paul, 327
Dow Jones Industrial Average, 204
Dow, Charles, 204
downgraded rating, adding substantial costs to

borrowing, 226
downside risk, 224
durable goods, 81, 354
duration, of unemployment, 472, 473–474
dynamic, 826
dynamic models, 12
dynamically inconsistent policy, 826. See also

time-inconsistent policy

e, base of, 769
earned income credit, 710
earnings, 202, 826
earnings/price (E/P) ratio, 202, 826
East Asian newly industrializing countries (NICs),

687
easy monetary policy, 826. See also loose

monetary policy
econometrics, Frisch father of, 6
economic activity, judging peak or trough of, 782
economic behavior

institutions coordinating, 63
perspectives of, 63

economic crisis, macroeconomic aspects of, 3
economic data, not discrete, 739
economic development, stabilization of

population and, 369–371
economic fluctuations, as a more neutral

description, 154
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economic growth, 3, 826
achievements and prospects, 397–398
as rare through most of human history, 355
changing the face of material world, 357
decomposing, 358–362
sources of, 361, 363–372
speed limit on, 381–382
two centuries of strong in the U.S., 353
understanding, 3

economic history, of the United States, 19
economic indicators

classification of, 154–155
indices of, 145

economic models, 826
complex, 17
maps, 11
mathematical, 11
simple, 16
tools of data analysis, 6

economic potential, concept of, 345
economic resources, of the government, 7
economic time series

cyclical patterns of a large number of, 142
displaying on logarithmic graphs, 141
stylized, 139, 143
trend and cycle of stylized, 140

economic variables. See variables
economics

as a social science, 7–8
as an ancient field, 5
origins of, 5

Economist, The, Big-Mac Index, 278
economy

as a whole or individual parts of, 4
capital-labor ratio higher than its steady state,
386

describing the changing, 47–52
detailed models as almost nonexistent, 652
distinct parts of, 61
functioning of money in, 90
harmonizing to maintain a steady state, 610
in equilibrium, 64
longest sustained period of growth, 152
measuring the size of, 29–30, 71
overview of, 39–40
recession in December 2007, 3
risks of running hot, 650
sectors of, 31
size of, 29

Edison, Thomas, 367
education

high levels promoting growth, 395
resulting in enduring improvement to
productivity, 82

effective-exchange-rate index, 279, 826. See also
trade-weighted exchange-rate index

effective-exchange rates, 279–281
effective labor, 382, 826

efficiency, in the efficient-markets hypothesis, 223
efficiency wages, 460–462
efficiency-wage hypothesis, 826
efficient markets, 220–224
efficient-markets hypothesis, 221–222, 826
challenges to, 222–223
not ruling out luck, 221

Ehrlich, Paul, 379
employers, reluctant to cut nominal wages, 461
employment
business cycle and, 151
concept of, 443–445
increasing, 3
measures of, 472
overtime, 452–453
part-time, 451
reducing, 607

employment flows
in a boom, 469
in a slump, 470, 471

employment policy, improving economic
outcomes, 479

employment rate (EMP), 343, 826. See also labor,
scaled. See also scaled labor

complement of unemployment, 590
employment states, 468
employment status, job flows and, 468–472
employment time series, 150
endogenous growth, 396–397, 826
endogenous technological progress, 366, 826
endogenous variable, 11, 496, 826
endpoint problem, dealing with, 781–782
energy prices, particularly variable, 128
Engel, Ernst, 477
Engel’s Law, 477
Enron, bond rating, 227
entitlements, 699
entrepot economies, 268
equal distances, representing equal ratios for a

logarithmic scale, 776
equal sign (), triple-barred, 855
equation, for a linear trend, 779
equilibrium
aggregate-demand model, 496–497
in a financial market, 217
shifting according to inflation rate, 241

equilibrium level of labor employed, 429
equilibrium real-wage rate, 429
errors, measuring the size of, 12
Establishment Survey, 446, 447, 827
euro, as important international currency, 283
Euro Area (Eurozone), 668, 670
Europe, flexible labor markets in, 463
European Central Bank (ECB), 651, 669
European countries, social and labor legislation,

463
European labor markets, inflexibility of, 473
European Union, 266, 669
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ex ante, 827
ex ante (before-the-fact or planning) perspective,

63
ex ante (expected) real rate of interest, 827
ex ante perceptions, importance of, 300
ex ante real rate of interest, 189–190
ex post, 827
ex post (after-the-fact or realized) perspective, 63
ex post aggregate supply, 309
ex post real rate of interest, 189, 827
Excel
Add Trendline option in, 419
AVERAGE function in, 781
calculations, showing as percentages in, 764
command for median, 743
command for standard deviation, 747
command for variance, 746
constructing centered moving-average trends,

781
correlation, function for calculating, 787
RATE function in, 212

excess capacity, 343, 827. See also spare capacity
excess reserves, 633, 827
exchange-rate channel, 663, 827
exchange rates, 827
adjusting via portfolio rebalancing, 293
appreciation of current, 296
as relative price of money, 275–277
basics, 275–281
both cause and effect, 290
changing against other currencies, 290
controlling, 661–663
defined, 275
depreciating, 289
determined by laws of supply and demand, 285
effective, 279–281
equally likely to rise or to fall, 299
examples, 275
fixed versus floating, 663–664
following a random walk, 300
more volatile than relative prices, 291
percentage rate of change of equal to difference

in inflation rates, 288
predicting short-run changes in, 299
proportional to relative prices, 290
publicly reported, 281
quoting as foreign currency per dollar, 276
reflecting real purchasing power of each

currency, 281–301
relationship to prices, 287
relationship with monetary policy, 662–663

exchange-rate management, varieties of, 664–666
exchange-rate regimes, 663–670
exchange-rate risk, 295–296, 666, 827
exchange-rate-risk premium, 296, 827
existing goods, buying and reselling, 75
exogenous technological progress, 366, 827
exogenous variable, 11, 496, 827

expansion, 144, 151, 827. See also boom
expansionary monetary policy, 632, 659, 827. See

also easy monetary policy. See also loose
monetary policy

limits on useful effects of, 609
operating through interest-rate channel and
credit channel, 650

expectations
about future prices, 597
adjusting to inflation, 243
as a critical factor in the control of inflation, 608
formation of, 601
implicit, 237–238
measuring, 243
of inflation lagging behind actual inflation, 243
unobservability of, 299

expectations theory, of term structure, 232–238,
248, 636, 637, 828

expectations-augmented Phillips curve, 598, 600,
602, 604, 607, 828

expected exchange rate, 293, 300
expected future profits, 567–568
expected inflation, 597

compared to actual, 649
comparing measures of, 246

expected rate
of appreciation, 294, 300
of bonds in the future, 232
of inflation, 240, 636

expenditure (product) method, 91, 828
expenditure purchasing production, 41
experimental economics, recognized as a field, 9
experiments

frequently not possible in economics, 9
repeatability of, 9
simplifying controlled, 9

explanatory notes, for a graph, 736
exponential growth, at a constant rate, 778
exponential trends, 141, 780
exponents, summing, 770
export receipts, 38, 828
exports, 828

behavior of, 521–523
exceeding imports, 38
flow of monetary payments into United States,
270

inverse relationship with real exchange rate,
523

no clear relationship with U.S. domestic
business cycle, 522

sold to foreign sector, 38
extrapolation, 767, 828

face value, 193, 828
factor productivities

changing in opposite directions, 335
over time, 337–338
rising when total factory productivity rises, 336
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factor substitution, mitigating increased cost, 606
factor-augmenting technical progress, 828
factor-augmenting technological progress,

338–339
factor-income flow, 77
factors, promoting growth, 395–399
factors of production, 32, 312, 828

changes distinguished from changes in
technology, 336

changes in real price of, 325
changing over time, 358
diminishing returns to, 315, 805
diminishing returns to each, 803
incomes of owners of, 75
increase in one raising marginal product of
other factors, 803

increase raising marginal product of other
factor of production, 328

factors payments, 33, 828
fair dice, pattern of, 11
fair-wage hypothesis, 460, 828
fallacies of composition, 4–5, 828
fallacy of division, 458, 459, 828
false negative, 752
false positive, 752
fast growth, begetting fast growth, 396
Faversham Oyster Fishery Company, 201
FDI (foreign direct investment), 828
Fed, the. See Federal Reserve
federal construction projects, paying workers at

prevailing union wage rates, 467
Federal fiscal policy, history of, 698
Federal funds, 247, 627, 629, 828
Federal funds market, 247, 629, 634, 829. See also

reserve market
classic, 629–631
described, 629

Federal-funds rate, 247, 629, 829
actual and target, 656
adjusting, 638
credible permanent change in, 636–637
effect of a permanent increase on the yield
curve, 637, 638

Federal funds target, as focal point for demand,
633

Federal funds transactions, 628
Federal government

negative net worth attributed to, 183
running a deficit from the 1930s, 698

Federal government bonds, 225–226
Federal government debt

freedom from default risk, 225
growth of, 700

Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC), 626,
692, 829

Federal Reserve, 625
balance sheet disaggregated from rest of
Federal government, 626

behavior of, 655–661
buying and selling government debt, 623
calculating variety of exchange-rate indices,

279
cutting Federal-funds rate to nearly zero, 646
definitions of money, 198
following Taylor rule, 659–660
liabilities, 627
monetary aggregates, 199
official goals, 651
propping up Bear Stearns, 646
providing substantial funds to banks, 513

Federal Reserve Banks, 829
district, 171
in twelve districts, 625
profits paid to the Federal government, 625

Federal Reserve Note, printed on dollar bills, 627
Federal Reserve System, 171, 625, 829. See also

central bank
created in 1913, 624
structure of, 625–626

Federal tax rates, for a single taxpayer in 2010, 709
females, part-time employment rates, 456
fiat currency, maintaining the value of, 198
fiat money, 197, 664, 829
figures. See graphs
final estimates
of U.S. NIPA accounts, 829
release of, 96

final goods and services, 32, 829
final product, 72, 76, 829
finance, role of, 167
financial account, 271, 272, 829
financial advisers, large industry of specialized,

712
financial assets
changing holdings of, 180
counted among monetary instruments, 198
demanded or supplied to be held, 218
future orientation of, 176
imperfect substitutability of, 250
market for, 216–217
regarded as perfect substitutes, 293
trading with foreigners, 273

financial crisis of 2008–2009, 203
as real-world illustration of failure of efficient

markets, 223
extensive lending by Federal Reserve, 622
Fed acting as lender of last resort, 636
hitting biggest and previously strongest banks,

645
financial economics, present value single most

important concept in, 187
financial institutions, developed promoting

growth, 395
financial instruments, 190–205, 829
as better stores of value, 170
as the object of trade, 217
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categories of, 190
defined, 169
nearly always substitutes, 217
representing debt, 175
traded on organized markets, 192
underestimating risk of various, 223
valuation of, 184

financial intermediaries, 171, 174, 829
financial markets, 829
connecting savers with borrowers, 168
directing savings of households, 36
efficient, 220–224
in constant flux, 180
inside and outside views of, 220–221
less accessible to small banks, 645
reaching equilibrium in, 217

financial panics, in nineteenth century, 624
financial portfolios of firms, changes in the value

of, 644
financial returns, differing from underlying

physical returns on capital, 248
financial system, 167
financial uses and sources, details of, 178
financial wealth, 829
adding domestic portfolios, 271
defined, 175
differing from real wealth, 175
net value of, 175
positive or negative, 175

finished goods, 127
firm sector, 32, 310, 830
firms
acquiring capital to reap profits, 556
borrowing more in a boom, 565
demand for labor, 406–409
exchanging money with households, 33
investment decisions of, 510–520
maximizing profits, 320
production decisions of, 310–325
substituting labor for capital, 378

First Bank of the United States (1791), 624
first difference, 830
of a nonstationary series, 750
of the data, 782

first-time homebuyers’ program, 574
fiscal drag, 510, 830
fiscal policy, 503–510, 830
active and passive, 686–687
defined, 621
described, 24, 503
in an equation, 622
in the long run, 696–713
judging soundness of, 701
lag in, 692–694
long-term consequences, 698
more effective if permanent, 695
politically charged, 686
promoting investment effects, 573

warp and woof of politics, 685
fiscal responses, to aggregate demand and supply,

686–691
fiscal stimulus, 688
Fisher effect, 241, 715, 830
Fisher hypothesis, 241, 243, 830
Fisher, Irving, 119, 241
Fisher-ideal index, 119, 758–759, 830
Fitch, 226
fitted lines, errors for, 798
fixed capital, consumption of, 102
fixed exchange rates, compared to floating,

666–668
fixed exchange-rate regimes, 663, 666, 830
fixed-weight indices, using to calculate real values,

761
flat tax, 708, 830
Fleming, Alexander, 366
flight to quality, shifting funds to lower risk assets,

228
floating exchange rate, compared to fixed,

666–668
floating exchange-rate regime, 663, 664, 667, 830
floor space, price per square foot of, 117
Florey, Howard W., 366
flow, 30, 830
flow accounts, 177–181
flow of funds, 172–174, 830
flow of funds accounts, 174–184, 830
Flow of Funds diagram, 172
Flow of Funds Matrix, 178, 179, 182
flows

balancing real and monetary, 39–40
defined, 729

fluctuations
expressing as deviations from the trend, 139
focusing on, 782
process behind, 589

fonts
in a graph, 736
proportional, serif for graphs, 737

food, smaller proportion of income to, 477
food prices, particularly variable, 128
Ford, Henry, 365
forecasts

conditional, 14
systematically biased, 223
unconditional, 14

foreign companies, long-lasting investments in,
273

foreign deficit, 107
foreign direct investment (FDI), 273, 830
foreign exchange, 627, 830
foreign goods, real price of, 277–278
foreign holdings

of government debt, 716
of U.S. assets, 272

foreign investment, attracting, 716
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foreign sector, 38, 830
foreign trade, openness to promoting growth, 395
Foreign Transactions Account for 2009, 106
foreigners, acquiring dollars, 44
foreign-exchange interventions, 662
foreign-exchange market, 281–285, 830

arbitrage working in, 286
currency distribution of, 2007, 283
described, 275
efficient financial market, 290
supply and demand governing, 285
turnover by currency pair, 2007, 284

foreign-exchange operations, 627
foreign-exchange reserves

buying dollars, 661
countries holding very large, 662
dollar as currency of choice, 284

foreign-exchange transactions, 282
foreign-sector deficit, 830. See also net exports.

See also trade balance
in sectoral-deficits identity, 44
wider notion of, 269

formal pegs, 665
formula bias, 124
forward contract, purchasing, 295
fractions, expressing as percentages, 731
free trade, regional agreements on, 266
frequency distribution, 738, 831

graph of, 832
numbers characterizing, 740

frequency of observation, 730, 831
frictional unemployment, 451, 468, 831
Friedman, Milton, 544, 601, 640, 671
Frisbee, chain of production for, 73
Frisch, Ragnar, 6
full employment, 831

described, 445
economy at, 583
growth at, 649
IS-LM model at, 530–531

functional finance, 700–701, 717, 831
functions

symbols for, 809
variables written as, 727

fundamental identity of accounting, 176, 177, 825,
831

fundamentals, 203, 222, 831
funds

banks covering outflows of, 628
flow of, 172–174

future profits
expected, 567–568
importance of, 201

future value, designating, 186

G-7 countries
employment in, 728, 733
GDP in 2008, 53

group of, 52
lower rates of inflation, 61–65
real GDP in, 728
trade data for, 267

Gauss, Carl, 843
Gaussian, 843
GDP (gross domestic product), 831, 832. See also

real GDP
1960 value expressed in dollars of 2009, 47
2009 compared to 1960, 52
alternative measures of, 89
comparing among countries, 52–53
comparing in constant dollars, 48
computing contribution of components of, 764
definition of, 30, 71
described, 312
doubling, 3
economic process and, 30–40
effects of a permanent increase in, 548
estimates, 97
fell by 3.7 percent (2007–2009), 3
growing around more or less steady long-term

trends, 571
growth of potential, 372
growth over last twenty-five years, 569
growth rate, 674
ignoring foreign trade and existence of

government, 15
in 2008 for selected countries, 53
in constant dollars, 116
increasing with each factor of production, 803
labor’s share in, 806
measuring, 91–99
of the U.S., 29
per effective labor unit, 383
plotted on a logarithmic scale, 58
ratio of debt to, 713
relating to interest rates, 250
representing growth in, 47–49
rising, 565, 571
shares in calculating, 763
shifting from things to services, 366
simple model of, 12
size of revisions to the growth rate of, 97
taking the first difference of, 549
through producers (firms) as aggregate supply

or through purchasers as aggregate demand,
309

through time, 56–60
transitory shock to, 548
value of, 74
variability of, 569

GDP (implicit price) deflator, 49, 62, 114, 122,
831

GDP gap, 658, 831. See also inflationary gap. See
also output gap

GDP per capita, 54
for China, 54
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for selected countries, 90
in 2008 for selected countries, 55

GDP per worker, factor accounting for
differences in, 389

GDP versus GNP, for selected countries 2008, 78
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

(GATT), 265
general price level, 115, 831
general production function, 312
general rate of inflation, 598
General Theory of Employment, Interest and

Money (1936), 6, 488
geography, favorable promoting growth, 395
geometric average, of the Laspeyres and the

Paasche indices, 119
geometric mean, 743, 831
Germany
as an exporting colossus, 267
high unemployment rate, 463
long-term unemployment highest, 473

global economy, 264–267
globalization, 831
advocates and opponents of, 264
spreading technology, 392

GNP (gross national product), 831, 832
compared to gross domestic product (GDP),

77
described, 77
equation for, 77
for the United States, 2009, 73

GNP per capita, in the United States, 353, 354
Goethe, 177
gold standard, 197, 664
Golden Rule of Graphics, 737
goodness of fit, 799–800
goods
differentiated in important ways, 287
relative importance of different, 115
some not tradable at all, 287

goods and services
exchanges of existing, 34
government spending on, 2009, 83

government actions
changing size of the pie, 702
explanation for failure of wages to adjust in

face of unemployment, 464–467
government assets, yielding lower rates of

interest, 250
government bonds
as net worth, 705–706
held by the Federal Reserve, 626
sale of, 698
selling, 621
virtually free of default risk, 225

government budget constraint, 621–623, 696, 832
government budget deficit, 703, 831
computing, 104
financing, 622

in sectoral-deficits identity, 43
government consumption expenditures, 81, 105
government current-account surplus, 107
government debt, larger corresponding to larger

private wealth, 705
government deficits

relation to current-account deficits, 520
two parts, 699

government enterprises, surpluses of, 102
government expenditure, 36, 831

external benefits of, 702
increase in, 528
increased shifting the IS curve to the right, 531

government forecasts, generated from
macroeconomic computer models of the
economy, 158

government gross investment, 81
government investment, in the United States, 81
government investment expenditure, not counted,

105
government IOUs, selling, 174
Government Receipts and Expenditure Account

for 2009, 105
government revenue, tax rate maximizing, 710
government sector, 36–38, 183, 831
government services, 37, 85–86, 832
government spending

aggregate demand and, 206
choosing the level of, 503–504
increase at full employment, 530
offsetting negative stimulus, 554

government transfer payments, 86, 104
government workers, share of union membership,

463
government-bond supply curve, shift of, 632
governments

acquisition of assets by, 272
as part of the economy, 7
creating money, 250
printing money, 621
using financial system to affect components of
aggregate demand, 206

graphics
golden rule of, 737
guide to good, 735–737

graphing, equations, 16
graphs, 732–737

cross-sectional, 732–733
functions of, 735
not putting in a box, 737
time series, 733–735

Great Depression of 1929–33, 6, 144, 265
Great Recession of 2007, 3, 553
Greenspan, Alan, 608, 621, 639
gridlines, avoiding in graphs, 737
grids, avoiding vertical in tables, 738
gross domestic product, 77, 102. See GDP
gross flows, 468
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gross investment, 79, 371, 390, 832
gross material product, 72
gross national income, 102, 832
gross national product. See GNP (gross national

product)
Gross Savings and Investment Account for 2009,

107
growth

accounting for, 357–363
as a ratio, 776
endogenous, 396
factors promoting, 395–399
importance of, 353–357
of capital, 371–372
of labor, 367–371
process of, 373–382
smooth or balanced, 373
theory of, 583
unbalanced, 375–377

growth accounting, data for, 360
growth model, not allowing substitution among

factors of production, 378
growth path, 381, 389
growth process, relative prices in, 378–379
growth rate capital, 363
growth rate of output, 363
growth rates, 56–57, 832

accounting for, 362–363
algebra of, 768
as frequently stationary, 750
compounding, 766–767
defined, 764
essentials of, 764–766
importance on income per capita, 356
in economic expansions or recessions,
782

of debt, 699
of debt ratio, 714
of the employment rate, 590
of the marginal product of labor, 375
of the real price, 597
rules of algebra of, 773
switching from positive or negative, 782

growth recession, 144, 594, 832
Guide to Working with Economic Data,

727–732

Hamilton, Alexander, 624
hand-to-hand currency, 198
happiness, surveys of, 91
happiness and national income, for selected

countries, 90
happy life expectancy, 90, 91
Harrod, Roy, 367
headings, in tables, 737
Hicks, John, 516
hidden economy. See black economy
high share prices, promoting real investment, 563

higher frequency data, 730
higher interest rates, generating higher tax

liabilities, 243
histogram, 738, 832
unemployment rates, 739
with relatively low dispersion, 744

holding-period yield, 562, 832
home production, 83–84
homogeneity, 832
of degree one, 806
within a set and between data sets, 748

homogeneous data, described, 748
Hong Kong dollar, defined in U.S. dollars, 665
horizontal rules, using sparingly in table, 738
hours, choice of, 422
hours of work, choosing, 411–420
household sector, 832
data for, 178
products flowing into, 32

Household Survey, 447, 474, 832
regarded as more noisy, 447
used to generate unemployment rates, 446

households
engaging in exchanges of existing assets, 34
exchanging factors of production with firms,

33
expectations of CPI inflation, 244
owning inputs to production process, 32
savings, 35

households and nonprofit organizations, net
worth of, 183

housework, value of, 83
Hudson Bay Company, 201
human capital, 833
investment in, 82
return on, 248

Human Development Index, 89, 90
human happiness and welfare, sources of, 91
human wealth, 544, 833
Hume, David, 167
Humphrey-Hawkins Act of 1978, 648
hydraulic analogies, stock and flow as, 31
hyperinflation, 697–698, 833

ideas, as cumulative and easily shared, 397
identities, ignoring difference between GNP and

GDP, 104
identity equation, 41
idleness
implicit value placed on, 421
measures of the degree of, 343

ignorance, of policymakers, 652
immediate causes, 789
immigrants, competing for jobs, 435
immigration
effect on existing workers, 435–437
effects of, 436

imperfect competition, 833
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difficult to analyze, 597
market composed of such, 319

imperfect substitutability, 224
imperfect substitutes, 217
imperfectly competitive, 833
imperfectly competitive markets, 596
implementation lag, 653, 692
implicit expectations, 237–238
implicit price, of leisure, 411
implicit price deflator, 122–123
implicit rental rate, 323, 833
import payments, 38, 833
import prices, as a tax levied on consumers, 430
imports, 833
behavior of, 521–523
generating flow of monetary payments to

foreign countries, 270
less subsidies, 100
matching total exports for all countries, 274
no relationship with real exchange rates,

523
paid for in currency of the exporting country,

275
procyclical, 521
purchased from other countries, 38

impulse, 833
impulse mechanisms, 152
imputed costs, 76
income
classes of, 806
flow of value into wealth, 31
measuring, 30

income accounts, 31
income effect, 412, 413–415, 429, 833
income flows, from aboard, 77
income method, 91, 833
income payments to the rest of the world, adding,

102
income per capita
growth rate between 1940 and 1970, 356
importance of growth rates, 356

income receipts
from the rest of the world, 102
less income payments to the rest of the world,

77
income side, of national income and product

account, 100
incomes
generated from the values-added, 76
generated in production, 76
paying for sales, 76
value of all in a particular period, 76

income-tax schedule (marginal tax rates), for a
single taxpayer in 2010, 708

income-velocity of money, 676
increasing returns to scale, 318, 833
illustrating, 317
production function showing, 316

indebtedness
money terminating, 171
to foreigners, 716

independent evidence, of a relationship between
variables, 787

independent variable, determining value of
dependent variable, 11

index, for the level of the wage structure, 422
index numbers, 833

BLS productivity data presented as, 333
described, 754
displaying a variety of data, 755
expressing data as percentage of the reference
value, 755

for employment in France, 755
from price of a bundle of goods, 49
indicating units of, 754
rebasing, 755
using, 754

index of coincident indicators, 145, 148, 833
index of industrial production, 343, 834
index of lagging indicators, 148
index of leading indicators, 148, 158
indicators, coincident, 154
indices

of business-cycle indicators, 148
of economic indicators, 145, 834
of leading, coincident, and lagging economic
indicators, 155

indirect business tax and nontax liability, 806
indirect business taxation. See taxes, on

production
indirect causes, 789
indirect demand effect, 632
indirect effect, of acceleration in prices, 613
indirect intervention, influencing exchange rates,

663
indirect taxes, 417, 710
individual labor-supply curve, in practice, 418–420
industrial capacity index, 343
industrial groupings, indices for various, 343
industrial production, business cycle and, 150
industrial production time series, 150
Industrial Revolution, 350
industrialized economies, estimated black

economies, 86
inflate, 834
inflation, 834

actual and expected, 650
core rate of, 128–129
described, 58
distinguishing the types of, 589
effect on the debt, 715
effects on supply and demand for bonds,
239–241

entrenching expectations of future, 608
expectations of, 600, 649
exporting, 289
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inflation (cont.)
higher anticipated stimulating demand, 528
holding to a moderate level, 651
interest rates and, 239–243
measuring, 58–61, 244–247
modeling expectations of, 601
of GDP values, 47
overestimation of because of fixed weights, 117
producing winners and losers, 59
resulting from increases in aggregate demand,
589

supply factors and, 606–607
unanticipated, 715

inflation fighter, reputation as self-fulfilling, 608
inflation rates

adjustments to initial increase in, 289
change in as acceleration in the price level, 601
during period of monetary-aggregate targeting,
674

during stagflation, 670
falling over the past two decades, 61
for selected countries, 62
from 1948 to 2009, 71
in the U.S., 60
measured using CPI-U and the PPI for finished
goods, 127

measured using GDP deflator versus CPI, 115
movements mirrored nominal interest rate, 242

inflation tax, 696, 834
inflationary gap, 658, 834. See also GDP gap. See

also output gap
inflation-indexed securities, 245, 834
inflow-outflow identity, 45–47, 63, 495, 496, 834
inflows, 834

into the Domestic Private Sector, 45, 496
inflows curve, 496
informal pegs, 665
information, about where workers and jobs are to

be found, 479
information processing, costs falling rapidly, 570
informationally rich, graphs as, 735–736
infrastructural development, in the United States,

702
initial public offering (IPO), 562, 834
injections (inflows), equaling leakages, 45
input, 316, 834
input levels, choosing, 324–325
inputs

adjusting mix to changing supplies, 377
described, 32
increasing by the same proportion, 316
producing output, 310

inside lag, 653, 834
insider/outsider model of unemployment, 462,

834
institutional weaknesses, in Japan, 396
instrument discrepancy, 178
insurance, as example of pricing risk, 230

intangible services, hard to measure, 333
intensity aspect, of worker’s labor-supply

decision, 411
intensive form, 383, 834
interchangeable parts, idea of, 365
interest income, recorded as payments net of

receipts, 100
interest parity, in practice, 297–299
interest payments, 699
interest rates, 835
changes in affecting investment, 636
crowding out through, 704
determined where supply equals demand, 218
during period of monetary-aggregate targeting,

674
falling, associated with rising investment, 567
increasing, raising current value of exchange

rate, 296
long rates above 10 percent during stagflation,

670
long-lived changes in, 567
moving imperfectly together, 224, 250
moving together, 224
of assets, 185
of different maturities, 230
overall level of, 250
paid on the debt, 699
paying on reserves, 647
questions about, 214–216, 249–250
quoted as simple annual rates, 766
raising relative rate of inflation, 249
relationship to maturity, 230
rising encouraging public to buy more bonds,

219
tending to move together, 249
term structure of, 230–238

interest-bearing reserves, 633–635
interest-rate channel, 835. See also

opportunity-cost channel
interest-rate risk, 835. See also price risk
intermediate currency, dollar as most common,

284
intermediate goods, value-added incorporated

into GDP, 74
intermediate goods and services, 835
in the firm sector, 32

intermediate materials, supplies, and components,
127

intermediate products, 32, 72
internal rate of return, 558–559, 835
discount rate known as, 558
for a project, 561
of a capital project, 558

international comparisons
of productivity, 333
of underutilization of labor, 455–456

international context, placing U.S. labor data into,
425
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international finance. See international
macroeconomics

international GDP comparisons, 52–53
international gold standard, 663
international macroeconomics, 269
International Monetary Fund (IMF), 265
interpolation, 735, 743, 835
Interstate Highway System, 715
intervals, dividing continuous data into, 739
interventions, working on market expectations,

662
inventories, as form of capital, 100
inventory valuation adjustment, in national

income and product account, 102
investment, 79, 555–574, 835
adding to real wealth, 181
aggregate demand and, 205
as more volatile than consumption, 568
crowding out, 703
defined, 36, 72, 181, 371
depending on spontaneous optimism, 568
described, 511
distinguishing from consumption, 80–82
dual effect of, 573–574
efforts to promote, 573
fixed proportion of real GDP, 380
general rule for, 564
importance depending on the size of the

economy, 513
inverse relationship with risk, 570
involving expenditure on goods not services, 82
meanings of, 79
moving inversely to risk, 560
opportunity cost of, 639
peaking as leading indicator of recession, 571
real influence of stocks on, 562
real stock-market yields and, 568
related to income in complicated ways, 571
risk and, 511, 559–560, 569
stock market and, 562–564
unplanned, 172

investment accelerator, 572, 835
investment and real rates of interest, 567
investment function, 511, 512, 835
factors shifting, 565
in practice, 513–514

investment goods, remaining within firm sector, 36
investment grade, 835
investment-grade bonds, 226
investment multiplier, investment accelerator

interacting with, 572
investment project, evaluating, 556–560
investment rates, high raising steady-state, 395
involuntarily part-time employment, 451, 452
involuntary overtime, 453
involuntary unemployment, 443, 457, 609, 835
IOUs, 170, 190, 835
Ireland, decrease in population of, 584

iron law of wages, 368, 835
irrational exuberance, of optimistic traders, 144
is, deriving from ought, 8
IS curve, 255, 514–520, 836

credit channel shifting, 645
defined, 516
derivation of, 514–516
factors shifting, 565
multipliers and, 519
numerical examples, 519–520

IS/LM analysis, natural opportunity to apply, 670
IS-LM model, 526–531

at full employment, 530–531
increase in government spending, 527
working with, 527–530

Italy, 88, 473

Jackson, Andrew, 624
Japan

converging on the growth path of the United
States, 392

prolonged period of mild deflation, 59
recession in the 1990s, 297, 396
rises in stock market and property markets in
the 1980s, 203

Japanese convergence, 393
Japanese deflation, 61
Japanese economy, compared to U.S., 29
Jevons, William Stanley, 152
job creation, 474–476, 478, 836
job destruction, 474–476, 478, 836
job search, 467–468
jobs, flowing from productive sectors, 477
junk bonds, 225, 226, 836
just-in-time inventory management, 365

Kahn, Richard, 501
Kahneman, Daniel, 461
Kennedy Administration through 401

GDP time period, 569
Kerry, John, 447
Keynes, John Maynard, 5, 6, 222, 488, 568, 640
knowledge, forming backbone of technological

progress, 397
Kongo Gumi construction company, 201
Krueger, Alan, 466
Kuznets, Simon, 6

labels, symbols for, 810–814
labor, 836

aggregate demand for, 409–411
as heterogeneous, 437
computing the marginal product of, 322
described, 312
diminishing returns to, 805
growing faster than capital, 375–377
growing faster than population, 379
growth of, 367–371
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labor (cont.)
marginal product of, 804
producing more output, 315
scaled, 836
total hours of in the United States in 2009,
425

units for measuring, 313
labor and capital

choosing the best mix of, 324
marginal products of remaining constant, 374
weighted geometric mean of, 332

labor demand, 406–411, 836
labor economics, 429
labor force, 343, 424, 836

contributing to potential production, 657
flows into and out of, 470
long-term rate of growth of, 390
rate of growth, 591
segment between jobs, 449
size not fixed, 470
utilization of, 595

labor hoarding, 341, 836
labor input, set by CBO, 657
labor markets

analyzing ideal, 431–437
continuously active, 470
data, 445–446
equilibrium, 429–438
heterogeneity of, 476, 605
in practice, 437–438
measuring, 445–456

labor production function, 314
labor productivity, 332, 836

defined, 591
growing at the same rate as technological
progress, 374

increasing, 592
tending to decline in recessions, 592
trend in, 338
units of, 332

labor share, 836
approximate constancy of, 330
in real GDP, 328
of the Cobb-Douglas production function, 329
value of, 331

labor supply
dimensions of, 421
factors behind, 411–429
fall in, 584
in 2008, 426
stability of over time, 425–429
with a statutory workweek, 419

labor utilization, 343
labor-augmenting technological progress, 338,

382–384, 836
labor-demand curve, 836

deriving, 406–407
described, 406

factors shifting, 407–409
labor-demand process, 474–479
labor-force participation, 420, 836
labor-leisure choice, 412–413
labor-market process, 456–479
labor-supply curve, 413–415
effect of tax rates on, 417
empirical, 420
segments, 443
slope of, 414

labor-supply decision, of workers, 411, 413, 424
labor-supply process, 467–474
Laffer curve, 711, 837
Laffer, Arthur, 711
lag, in fiscal policy, 692–694
lagging indicators, 155, 157, 837
laser, never patented, 364
Laspeyres index, 115–118, 756–757, 837. See also

base-weighted index
change in prices greater, 120
defining upper bound for change, 119
tending to overstate average increase in prices,

117
Laspeyres, Ernst Louis Etienne, 116
law of motion, 367, 837
law of motion of labor, 367–368
law of one price, 285–287, 837
leading indicators, 155, 837
as good, though imperfect, predictor, 158
helping to forecast recessions, 158
moving ahead of coincident indicators, 156

leaning against the wind, 651, 655, 837
learning-by-doing, 397, 837
legal tender, 197, 837
legends, identifying data plots outside the graph,

737
Lehman Brothers, allowed to go bankrupt, 646
leisure
as economic good, 84
price of, 411–412

lender of last resort, 624, 635, 837
lending standards, tightening, 643
Lerner, Abba, 701
less developed economies, estimated black

economies, 86
level accounts, 177, 181
level of investment, 511–513
liabilities (debts or negative wealth), 175, 837
liability, 816
life-cycle hypothesis, 544, 837
life-cycle wealth, 545, 837
linear consumption function, 488, 491
linear regression, 796–800
linear savings function, 491
linear tax function, 493
linear trends, 779, 780
lines, in a graph, 736
liquidity, 192, 837
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liquidity constraint, 552, 707, 837. See also
borrowing constraint

Livingston Joseph, 244
Livingston surveys, 244
LM curve, 250, 838
aggregate demand and, 256
as a function of market (nominal) interest rates,

526–527
defined, 254
deriving, 253–254
expected inflation and, 526
shifting, 254–255, 256
uses of, 255–256

LM model
considering only a single interest rate, 257
limitations of, 256–257
overemphasizing monetary instruments,

257
loans, 838
forms of, 170
most profitable assets to banks, 627

log−1, 769
logarithm, 768, 838. See also common logarithms
logarithmic approximation, 772
logarithmic derivatives, 771–772
logarithmic graphs, 57–58, 776–777, 838
logarithmic scale, 776, 838. See also ratio scale
logarithmic time-series graph, 773
logarithms
calculating with, 770–771
converting multiplication problems into

addition problems, 770
difference in approximately the continuously

compounded rate of growth, 774
growth and, 771–776
growth rates and, 772–773
growth rates closely linked to, 768
reducing level of complexity of many

calculations, 770
rules for, 770–771

long bonds, facing greater price risk, 229
long rates
lowering increasing interest rates, 641
selecting level to set, 639–643
using short rates to control, 636–639

long run, 340, 838
long-lived tax cuts or increases in government

expenditure, 694
long-run relationships, between nonstationary

time series, 794–796
long-run U.S. consumption function, 541
long-term unemployment
in selected countries, 2008, 474
incidence of in Europe, 473

loose monetary policy, 838. See also easy
monetary policy

loosely attached workers, 453–455
lower frequency data, 730

Luddites, 433–435
lump-of-labor fallacy, 434, 838

M1, 838
components of, 628
defined, 198, 199, 672
ratio to nominal GDP, 675

M2, 199, 208
macroeconomic equilibrium, 64, 838
macroeconomic fluctuations, 3, 838
macroeconomic modeling, 6
macroeconomic policy, 667, 669
macroeconomics, 838

about forests, not trees, 90
as a science, 7–10
coining of the term, 6
defined, 4
origins of, 5–6
positive vs. normative, 6–7
problems of, 3–4
relation to microeconomics, 8

macroeconomy, map of, 19
magnitudes, real and nominal, 759–764
maintenance, as a measure of depreciation, 79
major-currencies index, countries in, 280
Malthus, T. Robert, 368, 848
Malthusianism, 368–369
managed float, 666
Mankiw, N. Gregory, 555
manufactured goods, prices tending to fall rapidly

over time, 478
manufacturer, profit-maximization decision for,

321
maps, 10–11
margin of error, in opinion polls, 752
marginal cost (MC), 319, 320, 838
marginal product of capital (MPK), 324, 375, 839
marginal product of labor (MPL), 839

defined, 320
for discrete changes, 322
for infinitesimal changes, 323
for the Cobb-Douglas production function,
374

growth rate, 375
marginal propensity to consume (mpc), 488, 500,

839
marginal propensity to save (mps), 491, 518, 839
marginal revenue (MR), 319, 320, 839
marginal tax rates, 415, 493, 708, 839

cutting, 505
effect of a cut in, 432
effect on IS curve, 517–519
for efficient allocation of resources, 710
relation to multiplier, 500

marginally attached workers, 453, 839
market clearing, 429–431
market estimates, of expected inflation, 245–246
market expectations, for future rates, 237
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market fundamentals. See fundamentals
market interest rates, 229
market rate of interest, symbol for, 193
market transactions

counted in GDP, 82
rental as, 84

market value, 193, 839. See also bond price
market wage rate

firms not simply observing, 437–438
higher than market-clearing rate, 443

market-clearing level, of employment, 445
market-clearing rate, minimum wage above, 465
market-determined exchange rate, 666
markets

clearing in the long run, 435
for financial assets, 216–217
imperfectly competitive, 596

Martin, William McChesney, 651
massive layoffs, reported in the best of economic

times, 478
material prosperity, accompanying growth, 369
mathematical models, 11–12
maturities, arbitrage across different, 232–234
maturity, 839

differences in, 250
term premium as a function of, 238

maturity date, of a bond, 193
mean, 740, 816, 839

expressing standard deviation as a share of, 747
misleading aspects of, 741

mean absolute variation, 745
means of final payment, 171, 839
means of transactions, 169, 839
measured GDP, 48
measurement issues, 313–314
measures, of productivity, 332–333
measuring instruments, models as, 12
mechanism design, 15
median, 741–743, 839
median income, 56, 839
Meese, Richard, 299
Meltzer, Alan, 671
mercantilism, 264, 839
mercantilists, debate with free-traders, 265
Merck, withdrawing Vioxx arthritis drug, 201
Mexico, dollar-denominated bonds, 225
microeconomic explanations, form of, 8
microeconomics, 838, 840

coining of the term, 6
defined, 4

micro-level quantities, showing with lower-case
letters, 326

Milken, Michael, 226
Miller, G. William, 671
minimum wage

effect on unemployment, 465
in the United States, 466
nonbinding for most jobs, 465

vigorous debate about, 466
minimum-wage laws, 450, 465, 840
minimum-wage rates, set in nominal terms, 465
misery index, 26
mismatched definitions, of unemployment,

446–449
misperception, cost of, 691
mixed aggregate-demand and aggregate-supply

shock, 690
mixed indicator, 155, 840
mixed shocks, 689–691
Model T, production of, 365
model-based estimates, of expected inflation,

244–245
models
as maps, 10–11
as measuring instruments, 12
conducting counterfactual experiments, 13
constructing, 10
graphical or diagrammatic, 15–18
reasoning with, 10
scope of, 15
simple, 18
uses of, 12–15

Modern Times, 365
modified balanced growth path, 591–592
modified balanced rate of growth, 840
defined, 591
measuring, 593

modified natural rate of growth, speed limit for
the economy, 592

Modigliani, Franco, 544
monetarism, 671, 840
monetarist experiment, 670–677
monetary-aggregate targeting
interest rates under, 675
monetary-base multiplier under, 676
transactions demand for money, 677

monetary aggregates, 198, 670, 840
monetary base (MB), 840
defined, 198, 199, 621, 673
growing over time, 697
relationship with M1, 674

monetary commodities, alternative uses of, 197
monetary economy, 169–170, 172
monetary flows, 34, 168, 840
monetary gold, on the Fed’s balance sheet, 627
monetary instruments, 197, 840
essential efficiency of a complex economy, 169
liabilities of the financial sector, 183
LM model overemphasizing, 257
transforming into a real asset, 180

monetary policy, 840
affecting inflation in the short run, 649
affecting the real economy through two

channels, 623
analyzed in the LM model, 257
as fiscal policy, 696–698
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ascendant from late 1980s through 2008,
692

at short end of maturity spectrum, 250
conduct and limits of, 648–661
defined, 621
described, 24
effective state of, 641–643
goals of, 648–651
guesses about the course of future, 248
hot or cold, 649–650
in an equation, 622
international finance and, 661–670
mechanics of, 624, 629–636
relationship with rates of interest, 660
relatively independent of politics, 685
response to financial crisis of 2008, 646–647
risks of running the economy hot, 650
summary of, 247–248
tight or loose, 640
tightening, 643, 656
tightening in boom periods and loosening in

slumps, 659
monetary targeting, versus interest-rate targeting,

672
monetary/financial system, 63
monetary-base multiplier, 673, 840
monetary-policy problem, unprecedented faced

by the Fed, 647
monetization of the deficit, 623, 696, 840
money, 197–199
allowing separations of plans, 170
changing value of, 48
common unit for measuring GDP, 34
definitions of, 169, 198
dual role in a loan, 171
flowing from uses to sources, 174
real rate of return on, 251
real supply of, 251
role of, 167
transactions demand for, 251

money demand, stability of, 674
money illusion, 461, 649, 840
money market, 192, 253, 840
money supply
changes in as source of real fluctuations, 671
increase in, 528, 529
not controlled directly by the Fed, 672
trying to stabilize growth of, 671

money-aggregate targeting regime, 675, 676
money-demand curve, 252–253
money-multiplier process, 673
money-supply curve, 252–253
monthly rates of growth, annualizing, 765
Moody’s, 226, 227
Moore’s law, 365
Morgan, John Pierpoint, 624
movement, along one curve corresponding to a

shift in the other curve, 315

moving along, a curve, 17
moving-average trends, 780–781
multifactor productivity, 841. See also TFP. See

also total factor productivity
multiplier, 499–502

as a process, 500–502, 549
size of, 499–500
without any automatic stabilizers, 509

multiplier formula, total effect given by, 502
multivariate cross-sectional graphs, 733
Mundell, Robert, 528
Mundell-Tobin effect, 528
mutual adjustment, of prices and exchange rates,

288–290
mutual causation, 788
mutual or simultaneous cause, 788

N-1, dividing by, 745
NAIRU (non-accelerating inflation rate of

unemployment), 601, 841, 843
as more ideologically neutral term, 601
changing over time, 603
estimate of, 602–603
for the United States, 604
full employment and, 605
policy aimed at, 654
redefining as non-accelerating inflation rate of
resource utilization, 604

wide variety of estimates of, 603
Napier, John, 768
narrow credit channel, 643–644, 645, 841
narrow money, use as a transactions medium,

251
national accounting

drawing lines among different categories, 80
identities, 40–47

national accounts
balancing ex post, 64
looking backward and sliding into irrelevance,
96

modern system of, 6
production (or supply) and expenditure
(demand), 64

National Association of Securities Dealers
Automated Quotation System (NASDAQ),
204

National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER)
announcing recession of 2001, 652
business-cycle dates, 147
Business-Cycle Dating Committee, 145
complete set of business-cycle dates, 145
recession announced, 95
recession definition, 144

national debt, held by foreigners, 716
national income, 90, 100, 841. See also net

national income at factor cost
national income accounts, recording income

flows, 31
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national income and product accounts (NIPA),
40, 51, 100–102, 841

data sources, 2009, 94
estimates, producing quarterly, 94
reading, 99–108
supplemental tables facilitating comparisons,
764

National Labor Relations Act, 464
National Longitudinal Survey (Youth), 419
national wealth, 31
national-income-accounting identities, adding up

ex post, 172
nationalized corporations, 85–86
native workers, immigrants taking jobs from, 435
natural experiments, for testing economic

theories, 553
natural history, scientific fields called, 9
natural logarithms, 769–770, 841. See also

common logarithms
rules for, 770–771

natural rate
as equivalent to full employment, 601
concept of, 599
preferring NAIRU to, 605

natural rate of growth, 367, 841
natural rate of interest, 640
natural rate of unemployment, 640, 841

defined, 613
estimate of, 599–600

natural resources
effective quantity of, 88
productive capacity of the economy depending
on, 88

natural sciences, 7–8
natural units, preferred for calculations, 764
NBER. See National Bureau of Economic

Research (NBER)
negative covariance, 785
negative externalities, 88, 842
negative net exports, 38
negative supply shock, 585
negatively skewed, 842
negatively skewed distribution, 742
negotiable certificates of deposit (CDs), 628, 842
neoclassical growth model, 372–389, 392, 842
net acquisition of financial assets, 180, 842
net exports, 264, 269, 842. See also foreign-sector

deficit. See also trade balance
aggregate demand and, 206
as positive, 38
falling, 289
foreign-sector deficit as, 44

net financial derivatives, 273
net flows

among employment states, 470
between employment statuses in the United
States, 472

described, 470

net government investment expenditure, addition
of, 105

net government savings, 105
net income from abroad (NIA), 77, 104, 270,

842
net interest, 100
net investment, 79, 371, 842
net job flows, time series for, 470
net national income at factor cost, 100, 842
net national product (NNP)
accounting for depreciation, 79
computing, 88
for the United States in 2009, 73

net present value, 557, 842
net return, on an asset, 715
net taxes, 492–493, 842
defined, 36
in government budget deficit, 43

net transfer payments and taxes to aboard
(NTRA), adjusting for, 104

net transfer payments from abroad, 270
net worth, 842
neutral, 842
neutral tax code, 708
new product bias, 118, 842
New York Stock Exchange, 204
New York Stock Exchange Composite Index, 205
New Zealand, compensation of bank governors,

655
Newly Industrializing Countries, 355
NNP. See net national product (NNP)
no free lunch, 327, 804
no-arbitrage condition, 233, 294, 295, 842
nominal, 842
nominal (market rates), effective exchange rates

as, 279
nominal and real (chain-weighted) GDP, with

components, 762
nominal data, converting to real, 759–760
nominal efficiency-wage hypothesis, 460, 842
nominal GDP, 51
converting to constant dollars, 122
converting to real GDP, 48, 49–52, 121, 122
expressed in constant dollars, 51
prices and, 49

nominal or market value, as a number of dollars,
759

nominal quantity, converting into dollars of a
reference year, 188

nominal supply of money, falling, 254
nominal value, 48, 843
nominal wages, as an important measure, 460
nominal-wage rate, 457
non-accelerating inflation rate of resource

utilization (NAIRU), 604, 843
non-accelerating inflation rate of unemployment

(NAIRU). See NAIRU (non-accelerating
inflation rate of unemployment)
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nonbinding minimum wage rate, 465
nondiscretionary fiscal policy, automatic

stabilizers, 693
nondurable consumption, 547
nondurable goods, 81
nonfarm employment, 447
nonfinancial business and government sectors,

183
non-fundamental factors, 144
nonlinear regression, 419, 800
nonmarket activities, counting if substitutes for

market activities, 84
nonmarket production, 82–86
non-OECD countries, not converging toward the

per capita incomes of the developed
countries, 394

nonprofit organizations, net worth of, 183
nonsense correlation, 540, 785, 791–792, 793, 843
nonsense regressions, 802, 843
nonstationary, 843
nonstationary data, 749, 792
nonstationary time series, 749, 750, 791
genuine relationships between, 792–796
ratio of, 795
transforming into a stationary one, 750

nontradable goods, as a special case of tradable
goods, 287

normal distribution, 751–752
normal frequency distribution, 751, 843
normative macroeconomics, 7
North American Free Trade Agreement

(NAFTA), 266
notations, for natural logarithms, 769
number 10
integer factors, 776

number 10
integer factors, 776

numbers, aligning in columns in tables, 737

Obama administration, 553, 692
Obama, President, 685
observation, versus controlled experiments, 9–10
OECD countries, convergence, 394
official assets, 272
official intervention, as typically tiny on foreign

exchange, 661
official reserve assets, 272
oil and other basic commodities, priced in dollars,

275
oil exporters, unstable nature of political

relationships of, 129
oil prices, 587, 689
Okun, Arthur, 593, 843
Okun’s law, 592–595, 843
Oliner, Stephen, 401
one-year Treasury bill, price of, 194
Open Market Desk, 631, 844
open-market operations, 631–632, 844

open-market purchase, 631, 844
open-market sale, 632, 844
open-mouth operations, 632–633, 634, 844
operators, symbols, 809
opportunity cost, 76, 185–186, 411, 562, 844

higher implying fewer investment projects,
569

investment as an inverse function of, 564
mechanism of, 562
of holding a dollar of reserves, 630
of holding money, 251–252
of investment, 511, 639
of participating in the labor force, 420

opportunity-cost channel, 623, 636–643, 844. See
also interest-rate channel

optimal output, adjusting to the prices of factor of
production, 324

optimal production, 318–325
Organization of Economic Cooperation and

Development (OECD), 392, 844
origin, production function going through, 314
origins, of macroeconomics, 5–6
Orphanides, Athanasios, 652
other financial assets, 273
outflows, 844

from domestic private sector, 45, 496
Outflows curve, 496
outgrowing, debt, 714–715
outlet-substitution bias, 124
output, 844

described, 32
of government, 37
producing, 310
relationship with labor, 314
scaled by potential output, 583

output gap, 658, 844. See also GDP gap. See also
inflationary gap

output per worker, 383, 384
output scaled by potential output, 603, 844, 852
outside lag, 653, 844
overall pattern, clarifying in a histogram, 739
overinvestment, as a critical element in recurrence

of recessions, 571
overqualified worker, 455
overtime

explanation for increased, 429
time and a half for, 418

overtime employment, 452–453
overvalued goods, 277
owner-occupied housing, 81, 84

P/E ratio (price/earnings ratio), 845
Paasche index, 118–119, 757–758

change in prices, 120
defining lower bound for change, 119
using new weights for each current period, 758

Paasche price index, 845
Paasche, Hermann, 118
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Panama, U.S. dollar as legal tender, 665
par, 197, 845
paradox of thrift, 524, 525, 845
parameters, 845

defined, 11
focusing on changing, 15
symbols for, 810–814

participation, by workers, 420–421
participation decision

effect on labor supply, 422
focusing on, 421

participation rates, 845
defined, 424, 591
flows affecting, 470
overall hard to interpret, 425
trending upward in the United States, 425
United States compared to other countries,
425

part-time employment, 451, 456
patterns

in interrelationships of interest rates, 214
of indicators, 159

payroll taxes, funding Social Security and
Medicare, 710

PCE deflator (personal consumption expenditure
deflator), 123, 125, 845, 846

PCE price index. See PCE deflator
PCEPI. See PCE deflator
peaceful environment, promoting growth, 395
peaks

cyclical, 845
of recessions, 70
vertical lines indicating NBER, 149

penicillin, development of, 366
people, behaving rationally, 8
percent (percentage), 730, 731, 845
percent sign (%), 730
percentage capital gain, for stocks, 563
percentage change, per unit time, 772
percentage points, 731, 747, 845
percentages, reporting results, 764
perfect capital market, 644, 845
perfect competition, 845

image of, 438
market composed of price takers, 319
rare to find, 596
rules of, 437

perfect correlation, correlation coefficient for, 783
perfect map, on a 1-to-1 scale as useless, 10
perfect substitutes, 216, 217, 845
permanent income, 845

defined, 545
depends on future income, 547
savings out of, 547

permanent increase, in government expenditure,
549

permanent-income consumers
ideal, 545

saving virtually all of a temporary tax cut,
551

permanent-income hypothesis, 544, 845
directing income stream into a holding tank,

545
explaining data, 548–549
fiscal policy and, 549–552
half of consumers following, 555
testing, 20

permanent-income/life-cycle hypothesis, 543–554,
706

persistence property, 750
personal computers. See also computers
depreciation rate of, 79

personal consumption expenditure (PCE)
deflator, 123, 125, 845, 846

personal disposable income, time series for, 139
Personal Income and Outlay Account, 102–104
personal income less transfers, 151
personal income time series, typical cyclical

behavior, 150
personal loans, chances of default on, 225
personal savings rates, 554, 703
phase relationship, of indicators to the business

cycle, 155
phase shift, 782
Phelps, Edmund, 601
Phillips curve, 598
estimated, 602
expectations-augmented, 846
general pattern of, 603
resource utilization and, 603–605
using scaled output, 603

Phillips, A.W.H., 598
physical capital, return on, 248
physical inputs, unit of measurement for, 313
physical means of production, 36, 313
pie chart, 732
Pigou, A.C., 500
planned investment, 64
plans to spend, increasing with age, 554
plots. See graphs
point of view, of a graph, 735
policies, permanent versus temporary, 694–695
policy action, effects not immediate, 653
policy lags, 652–653, 846
policy rules, 651, 846
policy-induced recession, 667
policymaker
likely not to recognize full extent of supply

shock, 691
normative goals of, 7

pollution, example of negative externality, 88
poor people, rates for borrowing and lending, 552
population
age distribution mattering to aggregate savings,

547
overall growth rate of, 370
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principle of, 369, 846, 848
proportion working, 379
threatening to outstrip resources, 369

Population Bomb, The, 379
population growth
as a function of real wage, 368
high rates raising steady-state rate of GDP

growth, 395
slowing down, 370
supplemented by growth of labor productivity,

381
populist attitudes, leading to demise of the

Second Bank, 624
portfolio changes
in international financial trading, 273
not tied to particular changes in current

accounts, 282
portfolio investment, 273, 846
portfolio reallocation, 180, 846
portfolio rebalancing, adjusting exchange rates,

293
portfolio strategies, alternative, 236–237
positive checks, on population growth, 369
positive covariance, 785
positive externalities, 702, 846
positive macroeconomics, 7
positively skewed, 846
positively skewed distribution, 742
potential GDP, 345
potential output, 345–346, 583, 846
concepts of, 657–658

poverty
as relative, rather than absolute, material

deprivation, 427
in a rich country, 350

PPI (producer price index), 125–128, 846, 848
commonly cited, 123
for finished goods, 127
Laspeyres index, 116
linkage to CPI, 127
stages of processing used for, 127

predicting, course of the business cycle, 155
prediction, in social sciences, 8
preferred stock, 200, 846
preliminary estimates
of U.S. NIPA accounts, 846
release of, 96

premium, 847
as arbitrageur’s rational response to a level of

risk, 228
bond selling at, 197
compensating for price risk, 229
over face value, 196

present discounted value, 187, 847
present value, 847
always less than future value, 187
defined, 186–187
formula for, 186

of a future stream of income, 192
of an investment project, 556–557
of any capital acquisition, 557
of any financial asset, 544
properties of, 187

presentation, psychologically misleading, 736
present-value formulae, transforming into real

terms, 189
presidential campaign of, 379

delay in announcing end of the recession,
145

price (interest-rate) risk, 229–230
price factor, 115, 847

calculating between any reference period and
another, 50

for 1960, 50
for Laspeyres index, 756
for the Fisher-ideal index, 119
for the main indices, 756
for the Paasche index, 757

price indices, 114, 847
alternative, 123–128
constructing, 114, 115–123
described, 756–759
for different countries, 278
growth rate of, 114
most commonly cited, 123
rate of growth of, 58
reflecting goods and services in GDP, 49
replacing price of a unit of output, 409

price inflation, exceeding wage inflation,
586

price level
increase in shifting LM curve, 254
overall measure of the general, 122

price of consumption goods, 431
price risk, 559, 847. See also interest-rate risk

faced by all bonds, 229
greater for debt of greater maturity, 229

price setters, 319, 847
price system, 63
price takers, 319, 437, 847
price/earnings ratio (P/E ratio), 202, 847
prices

acceleration having two parts, 612
central in conveying information about
technologies supporting growth, 378

comparing in the same currency, 277
of bonds, 195–197
of stocks, 201–204
raising, 459–460
relationship with unemployment rate, 796

prices and exchange rates, mutual adjustment of,
288–290

price-setting rule, modifying, 597
pricing, behavior, 596–597
primary deficit, 699, 847
primary labor markets, 438, 847
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890 Index

primary-debt ratio, for post-World War II period,
699

prime-age males, 425, 847
principal, 195
principal-only STRIPS, 194
principles

applying to real cases, 18
of comparative advantage, 265, 847
of double-entry bookkeeping, 177
of population, 369, 846, 848
of similarity and replacement, 184–187, 848
of substitution, 117
of valuation, 183–190

printing money, 621, 623
private assets

in the Fed’s portfolio, 646
subdividing acquisition of, 273

private expenditure, displacement of, 703
private sector

government debt held by, 621
providing infrastructural investment, 702
running a deficit, 44

private transfer payments, to foreigners, 104
private-sector deficit, 107, 848

ignoring, 521
in sectoral-deficits identity, 43

problems, addressed by macroeconomics, 3–4
process innovation, 365–366
procyclical, 848
procyclical indicators, 154
producer price index. See PPI (producer price

index)
producer price inflation, 126
producer prices, compared to consumer prices,

290
product, meaning of, 72
product expenditure identity, 64–65
product innovation, 364–365
product markets, heterogeneous, 605
product sign, pi as, 743
product-expenditure identity, 40–41, 269, 487,

848
production

aimed at consumption, 172
at a point in time through time, 359
chain of, 73
inputs to, 32
optimal, 318–325
physical means of, 78
possibilities, 310–318

production boundary, 32, 74, 848
production decisions, of firms, 310–325
production function, 311–312, 314, 848

at points in time, 358
basic properties of, 314–316
expressed in effective labor units, 383
flexible and inflexible, 339–341
going through the origin, 803

graphical presentation of, 321
Property 1, 314
Property 2, 314
Property 3, 315
regarding as long-run production possibilities,

340
representing undominated techniques, 312
shifting, 358
shifting labor-demand curve, 407
slope of, 314

production generating income, 41
production problem, from the point of view of the

firm, 310
production process
output of as a flow, 313
schematic view of, 311
simplified picture of, 312

production techniques, inflexible only in the short
run, 378

production-expenditure identity, 100
productivity, 331–339
alternative measures of, 332–337
connected to workers feeling fairly treated,

460
data, 333
following technological developments, 374
gains, 366
in selected countries, 2008, 334
in the short run, 341–343
international comparisons of, 333
measures, 332, 334–337
technological progress and, 364–367

product-real wage, 430, 848
products, variation in, 311
profession, attachments to, 438
profit maximization, 318–320, 321, 322, 406
profit opportunities, until no-arbitrage condition

is fulfilled, 236
profit-maximization problem
for a perfectly competitive firm, 320
of a firm, 319

profit-maximizing firm, rule for, 323
profits, 848. See also earnings
defined, 76, 318
earned by corporations, 200
increasing raising the share price, 202
meaning of, 76
received by shareholders, 75

progressive, 848
progressive tax code, 708
projecting, beyond the data set, 748
propagation mechanisms, 152, 848
Property 1 3–4
of Cobb-Douglas production function, 327
of the production function, 314

Property 2 3–4
of Cobb-Douglas production function, 327
of the production function, 314
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Property 3 3
of Cobb-Douglas production function, 327
of the production function, 315

Property 4 3
of Cobb-Douglas production function, 328

Property 5 3
of Cobb-Douglas production function, 328

Property 6 3
of Cobb-Douglas production function, 328

proportional first difference, 782
proprietors’ income, 100, 330, 806
proprietorships, 100
prosperity
as best birth control, 370
as best contraceptive, 370

Protestant work ethic, 395
prudential check, on population growth, 369
psychological research, on decision making,

223
public, shifting until yields brought back into

equality, 219
public economics, 702
public finance, 702
public investments, real rate of return on, 715
public offering, 562, 848
purchasing power
comparing, 277, 278–279
of money, 58, 848

purchasing-power parity, 287–288, 848
between Japan and United States, 291
converting into a common measure at, 52
correcting GDP for various countries, 278
generalized law of one price known as, 288
making real exchange rate constant, 288
not holding in the short run, 291
reestablishment of, 290
U.K. pound sterling/U.S. dollar, 291
working in practice, 290–292

pure aggregate-demand factor, 583
pure aggregate-supply factor, 583
pure discount bonds, 194, 849. See also

zero-coupon bond
pricing, 194
selling for less than face value, 196

pure fiscal policy, 622
pure monetary policy, 622

qualifications, for a particular job, 449
quality change bias, 118, 849
quality circles, 365
quality of life
depending on a broad set of factors, 89
for selected countries, 90
indices of, 89

quantitative easing
in response to the financial crisis of 2008–09,

199
policy of, 646

quantities, real and nominal, 47–49
quid pro quo (something for something), 72,

849

R&D (research and development), 366–367, 849,
851

R2, 800, 849
random data, measuring uncertainty about, 752
random element, referred to as an error, 12
random errors, computing value of, 12
random variables, 11, 849
random walk, 849

compared to a trending series, 750
with a drift, 153

random-walk model, for exchange rates, 300
RATE function, in Excel, 212
rate of growth

critical, 591
definition of, 772
higher than at full employment, 381
notation for, 57
of capital, 371–372
of labor, 363

rate of inflation
between 2010 and 2012 measured by each
index, 120

in its own right, 115
increase in, 528

rate of investment, 560–562
effect of an increase in, 387
increase in, 380

rate of population growth, effect of an increase in,
388

rate of return on investment, 516, 611
rate of taxation, effect on IS curve, 518
rate of technological change, 363
rating, risk, 226–228
rating agencies, failures in the financial crisis of

2008–2009, 227
ratio, of price levels, 116
ratio scale, 849
rational behavior, 8–9
rational expectations, modeling people as holding,

245
rational people, caring about real values, 240
Reagan administration, supply-side economics

popularized during, 710
Reagan, Ronald, 417, 685
real, 849
real and nominal interest rates, 242
real assets, valuation of, 184
real capital, fall in return on decelerating prices,

642
real data

converting from one reference period to
another, 760–761

converting to nominal, 760
real efficiency-wage hypothesis, 450, 460, 849
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real exchange rate, 277–279, 849
above purchasing-power parity, 297
absolute, 278
constructing, 277
defined, 277
effect on export and imports, 522
Japanese yen/U.S. dollar, 292
of 1, not indicating equality of purchasing
power, 278

real exchange rates and interest differentials
Canada versus U.S., 1957–2007, 299
Japan versus U.S., 1980–2007, 298
U.K. versus U.S., 1980–2007, 298

real factor prices, increases in, 606
real factors of production, exchanged for real

goods and services, 167
real flows, 34, 849

matched by a monetary flow, 34
matched by counterflows of money, 168

real GDP, 47–56. See also GDP (gross domestic
product)

calculating, 120
converting nominal to, 49–52
described, 48
expressed in constant dollars, 51
growth of, 57, 363
growth rate of, 56, 120
in G-7 countries, 728
not observed directly, 114
per capita, 55, 402
production of, 345
shares of labor and capital as approximately
constant, 329–330

trend and cycle, 1970–1980, 142
real goods and financial instruments, flowing from

uses to sources, 174
real interest rates

approximately stationary, 513
as important to people, 240
calculating ex ante, 243
in the U.S., 514
investment as a decreasing function of, 514
level of, 247–249

real investment
in the U.S., 514
nonstationary, 513

real output, difficult to measure, 333
real price increases, translating into general

inflation, 607
real prices

of foreign goods, 277–278
of output, 596

real rate of interest, 188, 849
as Federal Reserve’s concern, 248
independent from expected rate of inflation,
241

real rates
determined through monetary policy and
through arbitrage, 249

effective exchange rates as, 279
real rental rate, growth rate of, 375
real resources, keeping idle, 176
real supply, of money, 251
real value, 850
as number of units, 759
defined, 48
using chain-weighted indices, 761–764

real wage rate (W/P), 320, 406, 850
real wages
above market-clearing, 450
equaling marginal product of labor, 606
growth rate of, 375
interpreting a fall in, 433
isolating the effect of, 425
lower setting equal to a lower marginal product

of labor, 325
lowering, 457
per unit of output, 606

real wealth, 175, 850
realized capital gain, 202
real-time macroeconomic database, 652
real-wage floor, 450–451, 850
reasoning, with models, 10
rebate survey, responses to 2008, 553
recession, 850. See also slump
defined, 143, 144
falling GDP and, 95
identifying, 70
in the post-World War II period lasting eleven

months, 151
net effects typical of, 470
taxes and transfers rising, 510

recession of 1990–1991, as the second shortest in
the postwar period, 145

recognition and implementation lags, combined
longer than length of average recession, 692

recognition lag, 652, 692, 850
recomputation, for each period of a Paasche

index, 118
recovery, 850. See also boom. See also expansion
described, 144
first to be hired unemployed only a relatively

short time, 473
reference period, 850
for a price index, 116
for constant dollars, 48
for the CPI, 123
in a Laspeyres index, 117

reference value, 850
as nominal value in the reference period,

759
for an index number, 754

reference year, selecting, 51
regression, 796–802
direction of, 800–801
method for measuring size of errors, 12
relationship with correlation, 799

regression equations, 778, 801
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regression line, 419, 796–799, 850
regression of l (labor), 797
regressive, 850
regressive tax code, 708
regrettables, 89, 850
relative efficiency-wage hypothesis, 460, 850
relative prices, 290, 378–379
relative real wage, 460
renminbi, people’s currency, 275
rental rate, 323, 851
repayment, of debt, 178
Republicans, party of tax cuts, 685
required reserves, 633, 851
research and development (R&D), 366–367, 849,

851
reservation wage, 851
described, 421
increasing, 427
willingness to adjust, 468

Reserve Bank of New Zealand, pursuing inflation
exclusively, 651

reserve loss, probability of, 630
reserve market, 851
reserve operating procedure, 673, 851
reserve requirements, 851
Fed changing, 636
legal, 628

reserve targeting, 672–674
reserves
assets to commercial banks, 627
available in case of need, 630
borrowing as discount loans, 628
central-bank, 851
Federal Reserve paying interest on,

629
lending excess to other banks, 630
liability of the Fed, 627

residential construction, sold directly to home
owners, 84

residual, 761
resource constraints, 524–526
resource use
in the short run, 341–343
measures of, 343–345

resource utilization, dynamics of, 595
restrictive monetary policy, 851. See also

contractionary monetary policy. See also
tight monetary policy

retail dealers. See dealers
retained earnings, 200, 851
returns to scale, 316–318
revenues, types of, 100–102
reverse regression, 801
revision schedule, steps to, 96
revisions, of national accounts, 95–98
Ricardian equivalence, 706–708, 851
Ricardo, David, 265, 368, 705
risk, 224–230
aspects of, 559

assessment of, 560
balancing, 650–651
introduced by exchange rates, 295–296
involved in investment, 511
of investment, 569–570
price of, 230
rating, 226–228
role of, 238

risk premia, 225, 230, 644, 851
Rogoff, Kenneth, 299
Romer, Christina, 553
rough coherence, 143
Rubin, Robert, 704
rule for profit-maximization reformulating,

320
rule of 72, 775–776, 851
rule-like patterns in Fed behavior, 655
rules

arguments in favor of, 652–655
avoiding vertical in tables, 738
looking very much like discretion, 655
policy, 851
time-consistent, 654

rules of thumb, on saving versus consumption,
555

Russell 2000 Index, 205

sales, generating incomes, 76
sample mean, frequently crossing, 749
savings, 628, 851

as monetary flow, 35
channeled through financial intermediaries,
174

described, 31
fluctuating more than nondurable consumption,
548

higher rates of, 524
simultaneously increasing for everyone, 5
to smooth unpredictable, transitory fluctuations
in income, 544

savings deposits, 851
savings function, 491–492, 852
Say, Jean-Baptiste, 457, 852
Say’s law, 457, 852
scale

increasing returns to, 806
selecting for a graph, 737

scaled capital, 346, 852
scaled labor, 346, 852
scaled output, 345–346, 852. See also output scaled

by potential output
as a more general measure of inflationary
pressures, 605

change against growth rate of real GDP,
595

defined, 611
fluctuations in, 346
procyclical, 595
procyclical variable, 603
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scatterplot, 733, 852
of real GDP and employment in G-7 countries,
734

time-series, 735
science, macroeconomics as, 7–10
scope, of models, 15
scrap value, 556, 852
seasonal adjustment, 731–732

illustration of, 732
of NIPA data, 99

seasonal factor, 731, 852
seasonally adjusted, 852
seasonally adjusted data, 731
seasonally unadjusted, 852
seasonally unadjusted data, 731
Second Bank of the United States (1816), 624
secondary labor markets, 438, 852
sector discrepancies, 178
sectoral-deficits identity, 42–45, 703, 852

accounts corresponding to, 104
for selected countries, 46

sectors, financial balances interconnected, 44
secular, 852
secular change (or growth), distinguishing from

cyclical fluctuations, 141
securities, 192, 852
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC),

192
securitization, 190
seigniorage, 696–697, 852
self-fulfilling prophecy, high inflation as, 608
shadow economy. See black economy
Shapiro, Matthew, 553
shareholders, 200, 203
shares, 200, 853. See also corporate equities. See

also stock
purchasing in another company, 563
value of, 200

short interest rates, rising and falling, 238
short rates

typically lower than long, 230
using to control long rates, 636–639

short run, 340, 341–343, 853
shorter maturity assets, yielding lower rates of

interest, 250
short-run exchange-rate models, limits of, 299–301
short-run exchange-rate movements, explaining,

292–294
short-run fluctuations, avoiding, 671
short-run relationships, between nonstationary

time series, 792–793
short-run U.S. consumption function, 542
short-term assets, 247
short-term money markets, 646
Sichel, Daniel, 401
sigma, as additive sign, 743
silver standard, 197
similarity and replacement, principle of, 216, 853

Simon, Julian, 379
simple annualization, 766, 853
simple consumption function, real world and,

538–543
simple consumption theory, five predictions of,

542
simple economic model, 16
simple rates, relating to compound annual rates,

767
single coincidence of wants, 170
skilled jobs, 437
skilled labor, markets for, 437
skills most in demand, training to develop, 479
Slemrod, Joel, 553
slump, 568, 853. See also contraction. See also

recession
Smith, Adam, 5, 265, 477
social and legal institutions, promoting growth,

395
social arrangements, of productive workplaces

and societies, 395
social character, of the financial system, 175
social life, not inscrutable, 8
social policy, promoting, 573
social sciences, versus natural sciences, 7–8
soft landing, achieving, 650
solar activity, variations in, 152
Solow growth model, 853
Solow, Robert, 362, 382, 853
Solow-Swan growth model, 382–389, 853
source of funds, 172, 853
source of the data, for a graph, 736
sources, 93, 178
South Sea Bubble, 203
spare capacity, 343, 853. See also excess capacity
special symbols, list of, 809
speculative bonds, 226
speculative demand for money, 252, 853
speculative grade, 853
speculators, doubting exchange rate of Thai baht,

666
speed, of convergence to steady state, 391–392
speed limit, on economic growth, 381–382
stability, better promoted through simple rules,

653
stable economic environment, 653
stable inflation rate, 639–641
stable ratio, suggesting a genuine relationship, 794
stage-of-processing structure, 127
stages of processing, producer price indices in

groups divided according to, 127
stagflation, 853
1970s decade of, 670
cost-push inflation a key element in, 587
credibility and, 607–608
of the 1970s and 1980s, 607
period of, 608

Standard & Poor’s, 226, 227
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Standard and Poor’s (S&P) 500, 205
standard deduction, 440
standard deviation, 746–747, 853
Excel command for, 747
expressing as a share of the mean, 747
of revisions, 98

standard workweek, effect on the labor-supply
curve, 418

standards of living, technology as dominant factor
distinguishing, 390

state and local budgets, government spending by,
695–696

state of the economy, alternation in, 154
state tax and transfer policies, as automatic

destabilizers, 696
static, 853
static model, 12
static multiplier, 499
stationarity, of data, 749–751
stationary, 853
stationary forms, transforming data into,

802
stationary time series, 749, 750
statistical calculations, with economic

understanding, 795
statistical discrepancy, 274, 853
adjusting income accounts, 95
in NIPA accounts, 108
to gross national product, 102

steady average hours, explanations for, 429
steady state, 854
maintaining, 609–611
of a law of motion, 384
speed of convergence to, 391

steady-state adjusted capital, for the United
States, 386

steady-state capital-labor ratio, 386
steady-state capital stock, calculating U.S., 386
sterilized interventions, 662, 854
sterling/dollar exchange rate, reduction of, 665
stimulus of 381
effect of, 550

stock market
indexes, 204–205
price changes, 790
providing an alternative to physical investment,

562
yields driving investment, 563

stock price formula, differences from the bond
price formula, 200

stock prices, 200, 204, 854
stock pricing, mechanics of, 200–201
stock yields, indicators of, 201–202
stocks, 30, 199–200, 854. See also corporate

equities. See also shares
1-year holding-period yield plotted against

scaled investment, 567
defined, 729

held for both dividend flow and capital gains,
562

of capital, 313
prices and yields, 201–204
real yield on, 248
yields moving with bond yield, 248

Stone, Richard, 6
stop-go policy, 650
Stora Enso, 201
store of value, 169, 854
structural unemployment, 468, 479, 854
subheadings, in tables, 737
subminimum wage, 450
subscripts, 727, 809–810
subsistence wage, 368, 854
substitutability, among unskilled jobs, 437
substitutes, 854

defined, 216
financial assets as, 249
in production, 586, 854

substitution, principle of, 117
substitution bias, 117, 854
substitution effect, 413–415, 433, 854
subway map, displaying relevant information, 10
superlative index, 124
superscript dagger, indicating counterfactual

GDP, 360
superscripts, 810
supply and demand, determining value, 184
supply curve, shifting, 240
supply factors, 854

adjustments to, 583–586
as sources of growth, 583
distinguishing from demand factors, 583–589

supply fluctuations, 583–587
supply shocks, 606–607, 854

affecting potential output, 688
reducing potential as well as actual GDP, 660
series of negative, 587

supply-side economics, 417, 710–712, 854
surpluses

lowering interest rates, 704
on current account of balance of payments, 38

surveys
measuring expected inflation, 244
selected, 93

sustainable maximum output, 343
Sveriges Riksbank, central bank of Sweden, 624
Swan, Trevor, 382, 853
Swiss Franc, symbol for, 281
symbols, list of, 809–814
symmetrical, correlation as, 787
symmetrical distribution, 742
symmetrical risk, 224
systematic countercyclical fiscal policy, few

advocates of, 692
systematic research and development of

technology, for profit, 367
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tables, guide to good, 737–738
T-account, 855
T-account table, 177
tangible goods, with economic value, 72
target company, purchasing existing assets of, 563
target rate, for U.S. monetary policy, 629
taste, relating to graphs, 737
tax, 855
tax accountants, industry of specialized, 712
tax behavior, 492–495
tax changes, not changing life-cycle wealth, 706
tax code, unintended consequences, 712
tax credits

as antirecessionary policies, 574
promoting investment, 573
temporary generally ineffective, 695

tax cuts
effect of a temporary, 551
effect on employment, 432–433
fiscal stimulus of in 1981 through 1986, 691
increasing labor supply, 417
permanent raising aggregate demand, 574

tax exposure, altering behavior to limit, 712
tax function, 493–495, 855
tax laws, discouraging firms from paying

dividends, 202
tax lawyers, industry of specialized, 712
tax multiplier, 506, 855
tax preparers, industry of specialized, 712
tax rates

average and marginal, 708–710
setting, 505–507

tax rebate, disposition of the 2008, 554
tax wedge, 417, 855
taxes, 36

acting as an automatic stabilizer, 509
depending on economic choices, 492
effect on labor supply, 415–418
levied on nominal interest payments, 243
on production, 100, 330

Taylor rule, 655–659, 855
limits of, 660–661

Taylor, Frederick Winslow, 365
Taylor, John, 655
Taylorism, 365
techniques, 855

of production, 310
with higher output, 312

technological developments, 364
technological improvements, 331
technological innovation

accelerating in a boom, 650
reducing capital stock, 586

technological obsolescence, 79
technological progress, 337–339

balanced growth with, 374–375
effect on well-being of workers, 433–435
effects of, 434

favoring workers by increasing employment
and wages, 434

job destruction and creation, 477
mechanisms affecting growth, 364
not affecting factors of production equally, 338
occuring nearly accidentally, 366
rates varying across industries, 476
reallocation of labor and, 476–479
sustaining growth permanently, 397

technology, 855
defined, 311
exogenous cycles causing business cycles, 152
importance of, 389–391
importance to aggregate supply, 331
improvement raising productivity of all factors

of production, 336
in production, 310–311
measure of the contribution of improved to

economic growth, 362
other countries compared to United States, 390
raising marginal product of each factor of

production, 803
reflected in the production function, 390
spread of promoting faster growth, 392
understanding of available, 312

technology growth, high levels raising steady
state, 395

temporal aggregation, 730, 855
temporary tax cut
effect of, 551
simulating a larger increase in investment, 574

term premium, 238, 855
term structure
expectations theory of, 232–238
ways of visualizing, 230

term structure of interest rates, 230, 239, 855
TFP. See total factor productivity (TFP)
third-party test, applying, 84
tight monetary policy, 855. See also contractionary

monetary policy. See also restrictive
monetary policy

time, converting to units of years, 730
time- (dynamically) inconsistent policy, 654, 855
time consistency, 654–655, 695
time deposits, 628, 855
time order, of cause and effect, 790
time periods, of GDP variability, 569
time series, 728, 855
correlations between, 784
decomposing, 139–141
detrending, 777–783
difference from a trend, 778
differencing, 782
following a random walk, 750
for nominal GDP and GDP deflator, 49
for personal disposable income, 139
growing at a steady proportionate rate, 778
not mixing stationary and nonstationary, 796
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of rates of interest, 214
simple form of a long-term relationship, 794
stationary, 749
trends and cycles in selected, 140
vocabulary describing relationships among

different, 154
time to maturity, 193, 855
time-inconsistent policy, 654, 855. See also

dynamically inconsistent policy
time-series graphs, 733–735
time-series plots, 733–735, 737, 855
time-series scatterplots, 735
Tinbergen, Jan, 6
title, of a graph, 736
Tobin, James, 528, 563
Tobin’s q, 563, 855
total factor productivity (TFP), 327, 332, 855, 856.

See also multifactor productivity
as geometrically weighted average of

technological progress, 338
increase raising both marginal products, 328
more effective than an increase in labor in

raising GDP, 332
not directly observable, 331
units of, 333
weighted geometric average of labor

productivity and capital productivity, 334
total quality management, 365
trade
as a percentage of GDP, 267
existing since prehistoric times, 264
worldwide, 268

trade balance, 104, 856. See also foreign-sector
deficit. See also net exports

trade cycle, 143
trade-off, between type I and type II error, 753
trade-weighted exchange-rate index, 856. See also

effective-exchange rate index
trailing moving-average trend, 781
transactions accounts, 628, 856
transactions costs, 285, 856
transactions demand for money, 251, 252, 856
transfer payments, 856
countercyclical on balance, 493
defined, 36, 72
depending on people’s incomes, 493
not contributing to GDP, 86
treating as negative taxes, 43, 492

transfer programs, conferring substantial benefits,
708

transfers, acting like negative taxes, 710
transitional unemployment, 449–450, 856
transitive, correlation as not, 787–788
transitory expenditure, effect of, 550
transitory fluctuations, averaging out to zero, 548
transitory income, 547, 856
transmission lag, 653, 693, 856. See also outside lag
Treasury bill, pricing of, 194

Treasury securities, 183
Treasury STRIPS, 194
Treasury yield curve, for October 2004, 231
trend, 139, 856
trend lines, 779
trending data, correlation coefficients for, 792
trending series, compared to a random walk, 750
trending time series, 793, 795
triple-barred equal sign(≡), 41
Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP), 647
troughs

cyclical, 856
of recessions, 70
vertical lines indicating NBER data, 149

Tufte, Edward, 737
Tulip Mania, 203
Turkey, dollar-denominated bank accounts, 665
turning points, 98, 856
turnover, incentive to reduce, 451
twin-deficits problem, 46, 520
two-standard-deviation criterion, 752
two-standard-deviation rule, 753
type I error (false negative), 162, 752–753, 856
type II error (false positive), 162, 752–753, 856

U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA),
capital-account summary, 271

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). See
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)

U.S. Census Bureau, publishing data on U.S. job
gains and losses, 475

U.S. Department of Commerce indices, of
economic indicators, 145

U.S. economy. See economy
U.S. Federal government bonds. See government

bonds
U.S. General Services Administration, per diem

compensation for government employees,
278

U.S. National Income and Product Accounts. See
national income and product accounts
(NIPA)

U.S. dollar. See dollar
U-1

defined, 454
measuring long-term unemployment, 454

U-2, 454
U-3

defined, 454
identical to usual unemployment rate, 453
official unemployment rate, 454

U-4, 454
U-5, 454
U-6

broadest measure of underutilization, 454
defined, 454

unanticipated inflation, 715
unbalanced growth, 375–377, 381
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unconditional forecasts, 14
uncovered interest parity, 294–295, 297, 856
underemployment, 455, 857
underground economy. See black economy
underutilization of labor

concepts of, 454
in selected countries, 2008, 456
in the United States, 454
international comparisons of, 455–456
measures of, 453

undervalued goods, 277
unemployed, two groups on labor-supply curve,

443
unemployed workers, long-term, 473
unemployment, 341, 857

classification of, 444
concept of, 443–445
countercyclical, 595
different degrees of, 453
duration of, 473–474
envisiaging as a pool, 467
frictional, 451
mean and median duration of, 473
other dimensions of, 451–456
output fluctuations and, 589–595
persistence of, 457
puzzling phenomenon, 457–459
reasons for, 446
stock variable as, 467
transitional, 449–450

unemployment rate, 343, 857
changes in, 590–591
changing through time, 590
defined, 446–451, 590
fluctuating with the business cycle, 345
in the United States, 446, 448
lowering, raising rate of inflation, 609
not reflecting ideal definition of unemployment,
652

peak typically lagging the cyclical trough, 145
relationship with price levels, 796
rising, 3, 670

union membership, falling in the U.S., 463
unionization

in France, 463
in Sweden, 463
in the United States, 463

unionization rates
in European countries, 463
in selected countries, 2007, 464

unions
actions of, 462–464
negotiating cost-of-living adjustments (COLAs)
into contracts, 462

unit labor costs, 606, 857
unit of account, 857

money as, 169
role of money as, 170

United Nations, Human Development Index, 89

United States
as a common-currency area, 668
bonds denominated in Japanese yen, 226
booms in property values, 203
business cycles, good picture of the history of

recent, 151
dollar as dominant currency, 283
effective-exchange rate, 280, 281
exporting inflation, 667
Federal taxes and spending, 1790–2009, 698
foreign trade, 267
GDP per capita in 1960 compared to 2009,

54
GNP per capita in 1789, 350
holdings of foreign assets, 272
labor and capital productivity, 337
labor and capital shares, 330
largest trading nation in the world, 267
minimum wage in 2009, 450
on a balanced growth path, 386–387
participation rates in, 423
political and economic history, 19
political and economic timeline of, 20
private assets, 272
productivity leader, 333
steady-state adjustment capital, 386
trade, growth of, 266
unemployment rate, 446

units
indicating in the headings of tables, 738
keeping track of, 729

univariate cross-sectional graphs, 732
University of Michigan Survey Research Center,

244
unplanned investment, 172
unqualified worker, 455
unskilled jobs, forming a single market, 437
unused capacity, 343, 857. See also excess

capacity. See also spare capacity
upside risk, 224
Uruguay Round of GATT negotiations, 265
use of funds, 172, 857
useful approximation, 189
uses, 178
utility, of graphs, 736
utilization, of the labor force, 595

valuation, principles of, 183–190
value-added, 857
in production, 73, 75

value-added method, 91, 857
value-added taxes (VAT), 91
values-added, sum of all, 74
variable Y, representing production, expenditure,

and income, 41
variables, 857
accents over, 810
adjustment for technology, 383
causal connection between, 789
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economic data represented by, 727–729
in a model, 11
symbols for, 810–814
unrelated, 787
with low correlations, 787

variance, 745–746, 857
disadvantage of, 746
Excel command for, 746
of errors around a line, 797

variation, measures of, 744–750
vault cash, 627, 857
Volcker, Paul, 608, 621, 639, 671
voluntary overtime, 453
voluntary unemployment, 443, 445, 479, 857
voting, by shareholders, 200

wage gains, owing to productivity growth, 478
wage inflation, labor productivity and, 606
wage rates
aspects of increased, 412
depending on various factors, 478

wage structure, summarized in the average wage
rate, 409

wage-price spiral, 606, 857
wages, 857
cutting, 459–460
failure to adjust, 457, 459
government, 36

wars, calling for extraordinary expenditures, 698
wealth, 858
forms of, 175
measuring, 30
stock of, 31

wealth effects, 705–708
Wealth of Nations (1776), 5, 265, 477
Weber, Max, 395
weighted (arithmetic) mean, 858
weighted geometric mean, 743–744, 858
weighted mean, 741
weighted-median CPI, 129–130, 858
weights, updating to account for new goods, 118
welfare, comparing overall, 89
West African Franc, used by eight countries, 668
what-would-happen-if question, 13
white backgrounds, in graphs, 737
Whitney, Eli, 365
wholesale price index, 125
Wicksell, Knut, 640
window, for a centered moving average, 780
wire transfers, between bank accounts, 169
women’s work, certain types of jobs regarded as,

467
work, reorganizing to generate productivity gains,

365
workers
adding to production at a decreasing rate, 321
caring about average price level, 460
choosing hours of work, 411–420

choosing to participate, 420–421
compensation part shifted to tax-free benefits,
452

constrained to work normal 40-hour week, 429
heterogeneous in skills and in tastes, 449
judging positions relative to workers in their
own firms, 461

judging wage relative to their own past wages,
461

laying off redundant, 341
looking to positions matching their skills, 468
loosely attached, 453–455
productivity affected by the wage rate, 460
reactions to wage cuts, 461
selling their labor for wages and salaries, 33
unemployable but counted as unemployed, 449
with different training and skills, 409

working
explicit costs of, 421
explicit losses from, 421

work-to-rule, tactic of, 450
World Bank, 265
world growth, since the Industrial Revolution,

357
World Trade Organization (WTO), 265
world trade, 2009, 268
World War II, response to deep disruptions of,

265
World War II through the Eisenhower

Administration, GDP time period, 569
WorldCom, 227
Wyeth, purchased by Pfizer Pharmaceutical, 563

Yellen, Janet, 460
yield, 858

for bonds of different default risk, 228
of an asset, 185
of bonds, 195–197
of other assets, 623
of stocks, 201–204
presenting arbitrage opportunity, 233

yield curve, 230, 858
based on the expectations theory, 235
expectations and the shape of, 234–236
slope of, 230, 235
typically sloping up, 235

yield differentials, of bonds in different risk
categories, 228

yield to maturity, 858
evaluating, 558
of a bond, 193, 195
of stock, 201

Yule, George Udny, 791

zero correlation, 785
zero-coupon bond, 194, 858. See also discount

bond, pure. See also pure discount bond
zero-sum crowding out, 701–702, 858
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